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Summary of the 1st International Workshop on
ModelDriven Product Line Engineering
The 1st International Workshop on ModelDriven Product Line Engineering
(MDPLE'2009) was held on June, 24th 2009, in the University of Twente (The
Netherlands) in conjunction with the European Conference on ModelDriven
Architecture (ECMDA'2009).
ModelDriven Software Development (MDD) as well as Software Product Lines
(SPL) related concepts, techniques, and tools have without any doubts the
potential to increase the productivity and quality of software engineering
processes significantly. However, industry is struggling to adopt these ideas on a
large scale. And from an academic point of view we still do not know how to
integrate these two areas systematically, i.e. (1) how to adapt and apply MDD
techniques for the development of software product lines and related
engineering tools and (2) how to integrate SPL concepts for the development of
families of models, metamodels, model transformations, and modeling
languages. The MDPLE'2009 workshop was a place to publish work in this
research field and to identify research opportunities.
This workshop brought together researchers, lecturers, graduate and Ph.D.
students with industrial practitioners, who are interested in both software
product lines (SPLs) and modeldriven architecture (MDA). We have discussed
the appropriateness of today's approaches, techniques, infrastructures, and
language support and to share ideas from both communities. The workshop
organization was sponsored by the feasiPLe research project, funded by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), and the AMPLE
project (EU FP6).
There were 26 participants in the morning session and 23 participants in the
afternoon session. There were 2 invited talks, given by Danilo Beuche
(pure::systems, Germany) and Mehmet Aksit (University of Twente), and 8
presentations of the accepted papers (6 full papers and 2 position papers). In
order to identify research issues in software product line and modeldriven
engineering, there was a collective brainstorming discussion of 1h 30min at the
end of the presentations. The process of the discussion was as follows:
•

•
•
•

In the morning session, each participant was asked on a voluntary basis,
to write down anonymous polemical questions about the stateoftheart
of software product lines.
At the beginning of the discussion, each participant was asked to
introduce himself and to list its main research interests w.r.t. SPLE.
Then, we collectively clustered the collected questions and research
interests as a set of research topics.
We discussed the topics onebyone. The participants were asked to give
their opinion on each research topics.
1

The workshop enabled us to establish a list of what are the important and
difficult research topics in SPLE:
• There is too much attention given on the technology supporting SPLs (e.g.
modeldriven) and not on the methods to analyze and identify the
business value of SPLs. This was nicely summarized as a need for moving
from modeldriven to businessdriven SPLs. Also, such methods would
bridge the gap between the researchers, tool providers, and their
customers.
• Research has proposed many feature model extensions. However, from
the viewpoint of industry, there is a need for a standardized feature
metamodel.
• There is not only variability in products but also in product generators
(e.g. DSLs, model transformation and metamodels). The community has
to provide concepts and tools to build adaptable and parametrized DSLs
and model transformations.
• The space of software products is usually considered as finite and closed.
In an open and dynamic context such as a service oriented architecture,
the known techniques are not applicable. There is need for studying
variable service oriented architectures.
• By marrying formal methods and product generation, it could be possible
to achieve "correctness by construction". However, from a pragmatic
viewpoint, runtime verification of products is also an open issue.
• There is a need for supporting traceability of design rationales all along
the product specification and generation.
• The one to one mapping between features and implementation artifacts is
considered as a good design pattern of SPLs. However, the technology
rarely supports the vision. There is still room to improve existing
techniques (e.g. virtual classes, mixins, aspects, (meta)model
composition) to fulfill this vision.
• Important yet unaddressed issues in SPLs are related to usability and
cognitive limits of users and tools (real world SPL models can not fit on a
single screen). There is need for exploring new visualization of both the
SPLs (e.g. visualization of feature models) and the products (e.g.
visualization of configurations). Also, it has been recognized that
interactive approaches to specifying products is a hot topic.
To conclude MDPLE'2009, we hope this compiled research agenda will help
graduate students to identify relevant topics, researchers to write proposals and
the the whole community to identify potentials of future collaborations.
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Whenever a software engineer derives a product from a product line, he has to resolve variability by making conguration decisions.
This conguration process can become rather complex because of dependencies within the variability model and knock-on eects and dependencies in other related artefacts. Because of the limited cognitive capacity of
the human engineer, this complexity limits the ability of handling product lines with large conguration spaces. To address this problem we
focus on techniques that support the interactive conguration of larger
feature models, including (1) visual interaction with a formal reasoning engine, (2) visual representation of multiple interrelated hierarchies,
(3) indicators for conguration progress and (4) ltering of visible nodes.
The concepts are demonstrated within S 2 T 2 Congurator, an interactive
feature conguration tool. The techniques are discussed and evaluated
with feature models, however, we believe they can be generalised to other
models that describe conguration choices, e.g., variability models and
decision models.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
In Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering we are dealing with interrelated,
complex models. A common concept for modelling a product line are feature
models. They are usually interpreted as a tree structure consisting of featuresubfeature and group-member relations. In addition, there are other relationships
across the hierarchy and across dierent levels (e.g.,

requires, mutex ). The most

common visual representation for such models is a graph [1,2].
When deriving products from a product line, the software engineer has to
resolve variability by making conguration decisions. This conguration process and the decisions can become rather complex because of the dependencies
within the variability model and knock-on eects and dependencies in other related artefacts that represent the product line. Because of the limited cognitive
capacity of the human engineer, this complexity limits the ability of handling
product lines with large and complex conguration spaces.
Hence, there is a need for tool support for product conguration. Existing commercial feature modelling software like pure::variants [3] provide basic
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graph-based visualisations of feature models. Heidenreich et al. [4] introduce FeatureMapper, which supports mapping features to model elements in arbitrary
(EMF-based) models. The mappings are expressed by colouring the elements
corresponding to each feature. However, there is still a lack of more advanced
visual and interactive tool support for handling product derivation.
We address this problem with

S 2 T 2 Congurator

a feature conguration tool

which integrates an interactive visual representation of the feature model with
a formal reasoning engine, that calculates consequences of the user's decisions
and provides formal explanations.
In addition, we support to visualise the relationships between selected features and further aspects of the software product line, like a component model
specifying the architecture. This requires to present multiple hierarchies (e.g.,
features and components) as well as the relationships between them, e.g., which
features are implemented by which components.
In earlier work [5] we discussed the visualisation of product lines. In [6] we introduced the software architecture for our Congurator tool, designed as a chain
of congurator components, to allow exible integration of dierent models and
a formal reasoning engine. In this paper we focus on interaction techniques which
support the interactive conguration of larger feature models, including the visual interaction with the reasoning engine (section 3.1), visual representation
of multiple interrelated feature trees (section 3.2), indicators for conguration
progress (section 3.3) and ltering (section 3.4). All described techniques have
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been implemented in a prototype which is available for download .

2 Analysis of Possible Solutions
To address the conguration of complex feature models, we evaluated visualisation techniques with respect to their suitability for typical structural characteristics of such models. Feature models are usually structured as hierarchies,
made up of feature-subfeature and group-member relations [1,2]. In addition, depending on the type of feature model, there can also be arbitrary relationships
between models elements, independent of the main hierarchy (cross-tree constraints or

intra-model relations ).

Further challenges are given by large models

(not tting on the canvas) and multiple, interrelated models with relationships

inter-model relations ).

between them (

We classify the evaluated approaches into techniques for visualisation of tree
hierarchies (section 2.1), interaction techniques for large data structures (section 2.2), and approaches focussing on multiple hierarchies (section 2.3).

2.1

Visualisation of Tree Hierarchies

The area of Information Visualisation provides various alternative approaches
to visualise tree hierarchies:

3

http://download.lero.ie/spl/s2t2/
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Space-lling visualisations

such as tree-based maps [7] or Sunbursts [8] pro-

vide an insight into the quantitative relations within a hierarchy. Although these
types of visualisations are quite eective in this respect, feature model visualisations in general do not benet from it. It is dicult to enrich them with
additional information (i.e., text rendering in small cells is problematic) and
displaying relations between elements leads in almost all cases to visual clutter.
This problem gets even worse with multiple hierarchies.

Three-dimensional visualisations such as Cone Trees [9] are problematic when

applied in interactive congurations since certain elements may be hidden by
others. Moreover the navigation and orientation within a 3D environment is
challenging for most users.
In general, various user tests on tree visualisations have shown that mature
common tree visualisation systems (like le explorers) often perform as good or
even better as alternative visualisations (e.g., [10]). Thus, it seems reasonable
for feature model visualisation to decide for a conventional 2D tree visualisation
and put eort on its optimisation and enhancement. As a rst step, techniques
from Graph Drawing can be used to reduce the graph's complexity, e.g., by
minimising intersections, providing a well-structured spatial layout or reducing
the required area.

2.2

Interaction Techniques for Large Data Structures

The second important area arises from the interactive nature of the Congurator
tool. Certain interaction techniques enable the user to focus on the information in
the centre of his or her interest while muting currently unimportant information.
Common techniques in these area are for instance [11]:
The

overview+detail

interface design, which is characterised by the use of

both an overview and a detail view of the same information space, in

separate

presentation spaces (spatial separation of focus and detail).

focus+context
zooming

interfaces integrate both details and overview seamlessly

into a single display (spatial separation, but with a seamless integration).
A

interface design provides access to overview and detail in tempo-

ral separation. Here the users rst zoom out to get an overview and then zoom
in to see the details.
These are promising approaches and are applied in our tool. To identify
which elements are part of the user's focus and which elements are outside of
the scope of interest at one point of time it is necessary to consider domainspecic knowledge and the semantics of the models.

2.3

Approaches for Visualising Multiple Hierarchies

Approaches focussing on multiple hierarchies are useful when visualising the
relationships between features and other models as explained above. Robertson
et al. dene polyarchies [12], multiple hierarchies that share nodes. They describe
the visualisation design and a system architecture for displaying polyarchy data
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from a set of hierarchical databases. They use various animated transitions when
switching between the related hierarchies to allow the user to keep context.
Polyarchies are somewhat similar our multiple related hierarchies, but lack the
intra-model relations and the aspect of progressing conguration.
In later work the authors address visual mappings between two hierarchical
schemas [13]. They use auto-scrolling and focusing-techniques to display distant
related elements within the boundaries of the screen. Again the data structures
are dierent from feature models (no intra-model relations etc.); nevertheless
some of the interaction techniques could be adapted for feature models.

3 Interactive Techniques in the S 2 T 2 Congurator
As argued above, we chose a two-dimensional tree hierarchy as the basic visualisation. The congurator supports all basic interaction techniques for tree
structures like

collapse/expand functionality, panning,

and

seamless zooming.

The following sections describe the more advanced features in greater detail.

3.1

Interaction with Formal Semantics

The

S2T 2

Congurator integrates a reasoning engine that supports interactive

functionality such as calculating the consequences of his or her decisions based
on the formal semantics of the models [6]. We interpret a feature model as
(1) a set of features and (2) a set of constraints over these features. Moreover,
(3) we interpret features as variables with value domains limited by the given
constraints. For instance, in boolean feature models, there are four potential

Undecided {true, false}, Selected {true}, Eliminated {false},
Unsatisable {}. During the conguration process, each user decisionand

conguration states:
and

the consequences calculated from itare interpreted as additional constraints
further reducing the available values in the domains. When the conguration
process is completed and all variability has been resolved, there is exactly one
possible value left for each feature. Similar concepts can be dened for nonboolean feature models by allowing larger value domains (e.g., to specify the
maximum price for a car).
Figure 1 shows screenshots from our tool with a small example feature model.
The basic visualisation follows common tree-based feature model representations.
Additionally, a symbol represents the feature's state: a check mark indicates that
the feature is selected, while a cross indicates that the feature is eliminated. The
user can modify the feature's state by clicking on this area. Symbols in grey
colour indicate that the state is already given by constraints and cannot be
changed.
When the model is initially loaded and after each user decision, the reasoning
engine automatically calculates the consequences and applies them to the model.

Injection has to be selected as it
Engine. The screenshot shows the moment where
KeylessEntry as selected. As it requires the feature

In gure 1(a) the Congurator inferred that
is required by the mandatory
the user sets the feature
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(a) Calculated consequences.

(b) Explanations for consequences.

Fig. 1. Conguration with consequences and explanations.

PowerLocks, the Congurator automatically sets PowerLocks as selected as well.
Whenever the Congurator automatically applies changes, this is indicated with
an animated blue decoration.
The annotations on the right-hand side in each node denote whether a feature's state has been set by the user (U), is a consequence from a user decision
(UC) or is specied by the model (M).
Although in such simple examples the reasons for a consequence are obvious, in more complex feature models the user might not immediately comprehend the situation. Hence, the Congurator supports visual explanations, which
are based on formal explanations calculated by the reasoning engine. This enables the user to ask for an explanation (using the context menu) why a certain
feature is selected/eliminated. For instance, in gure 1(b) when the user asks

PowerLocks is selected automatically, the Congurator will respond by
KeylessEntry and the Requires edge between KeylessEntry and
PowerLocks.
why

highlighting

3.2

Multiple Related Models

Due to its modular design described in [6],

S 2 T 2 Congurator supports the seam-

less integration of dierent kinds of models. As discussed earlier, one goal is to
visualise multiple interrelated hierarchies while supporting the user's orientation
within the complex model, e.g., by avoiding intersections of edges and similar
visual clutter.
The Congurator supports dierent tree-layouts, e.g., a vertical tree layout
with indentations, see gure 2(a). Hierarchy edges are rendered rectilinear while
additional relations are shown as semicircles with adjusted diameters. Thus, we
avoid crossing feature with edges and two edges only intersect if their nodes are
interleaved. Moreover, edges that start and end in similar positions can be easily
distinguished in most cases since they usually dier in their horizontal extend.
For the visualisation of two interrelated models we adapted this approach by
positioning the trees side-by-side and changing the orientation of the left model

7

(a) Vertical Tree Layout with
semicircles.

(b) Multiple feature hierarchies and their relationships

Fig. 2. Approaches to avoid clutter in hierarchies with cross-model-relations

to be rendered with right-aligned nodes, see gure 2(b). Intra-model relations
are rendered as semicircles on the outer side of each model, inter-model relations
as cubic splines connecting both models. With this layout variation the clutter
is kept in reasonable bounds even with two interrelated models.
Our tool supports displaying more than two hierarchies, but then it becomes
hard to avoid intersections. Hence, we recommend to avoid such scenarios by
letting the user interactively chose two models to be displayed on the left- and
right-hand side; similar to common le manager tools like Norton Commander.

3.3

Progress Indicators

With progress indicators we aim to distinguish areas that have been congured
from areas that still need attention. A feature node is

congured

if all decisions

with respect to this feature have been made. In general, this is the case if the
value domain has been reduced to one element; for boolean feature models this
means that the feature is either

Selected

or

Eliminated.

If we aggregate the conguration state of all nodes in a subtree, we can distinguish between three levels of progress for the subtree,

gured,

and

Completely congured.

Uncongured, Partly con-

If we apply results from research on colours

and selective attention, we can colour the root of each subtree accordingly and
draw the user's attention to those locations where decisions are pending. When
the conguration process progresses these colours change and become less emergent. Figure 3(a) shows this in a simple feature model.
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Partly Configured

Related Element

Unconfigured

Mutex.
Relationship

Completly Configured

Location Indicators (Ancestors)

(a) Progress indicators.

Focussed Element

(b) Filtering.

Fig. 3. Progress indicators and ltering.

3.4

Filtering

Another technique to improve the interaction with complex models is to (1)
dierentiate between elements that are

currently

relevant (in focus) and those

that are not and (2) use this categorisation in appropriate interaction techniques,
e.g., by ltering out non-relevant information.
To nd relevant nodes, we partitioned the model elements into four sets:

Focussed elements, Related elements (linked directly or indirectly to focussed elements), Location indicators (necessary to understand the logical position within
the overall model, e.g., all ancestors of focussed elements), and Other elements.
Whenever the user focusses on one feature (double click) the Congurator
calculates the (directly) related elements. The user can then hide all other elements to concentrate on the current conguration decision (see gure 3(b)). We
also display the ancestors of the focussed element to show the relative position
within the model.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed techniques that support the interaction with and
conguration of complex feature models. The techniques have been demonstrated

S 2 T 2 Congurator. A beta version of the prototype
http://download.lero.ie/spl/s2t2/.

with the research prototype
is available at

After the initial design and realisation of the discussed techniques we gained
more insights by experimenting with three test cases: (1) Generated feature
models with varying sizes and distributions of element types (2) a product line
of parking assistant applications [14] and (3) a calculator case study [15], which
contains a feature model and a model of the implementation as well as featureimplementation mappings. In general, this allowed us to perform a rst internal
evaluation of our approach. In summary, the introduced techniques seemed to
improve the situation with respect to the size of models that can reasonably
be handled. As next steps we plan to perform user tests and provide a formal
evaluation to substantiate this with empirical evidence. Based on that experience
we intend to extend the Congurator, e.g., dening additional ltering rules
based on common tasks in product-line engineering.
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Constraints for a fine-grained mapping of feature
models and executable domain models
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Abstract. In the past, several approaches have been made to combine feature
models and domain models on the level of class diagrams. But the model-driven
development approach also covers models that describe the behavior of a software
system. In this paper we will describe a mapping of feature configurations to
executable model elements which is one step towards an overall model driven
process for product line engineering. We will specify consistency constraints that
have to be met to ensure model correctness, and we will discuss the problems that
arise during the final model-to-code transformation.

1

Introduction

The term model-driven development [1] of software systems describes the creation of
systems by specifying models instead of writing code. Usually these models are created in CASE tools which provide class diagrams to model the static structure of a
software system. These kind of diagrams lack the ability to model variability. In the
context of software product lines [2], feature models are used to model variability in
a family of software systems. Recently some approaches have been made to combine
feature models and domain models created with CASE tools [3], [4], [5]. But modeldriven development is more than just creating models that describe the static structure
of a system - the behavior has to be described as well. In our current work, we develop
a model-driven product line for Software configuration management (SCM) systems.
The benefits of a model driven approach are (1) making the underlying models explicit,
rather than having them implicitly defined in the program code, (2) providing reusable
modules which can be combined in a flexible way through defining orthogonal components which are loosely coupled and (3) support rapid construction of new systems by
providing a product line. The domain model of our product line consists of both class
diagrams and behavioral diagrams. In the following we will discuss our approach to
map features on elements of both structural and executable behavioral models which is
one step towards a well-defined model-driven development process for software product
lines.

2

Background

In our work we try to bridge the gap between features in a variability model and model
elements of a system family. In a model-driven process a system configuration should
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Thomas Buchmann and Alexander Dotor
Feature Model
Define
Feature Model

Feature
Model

Instantiate
Configuration

Configuration

Domain Model

Define
Fujaba Model

Fujaba
Model

Annotate
Fujaba Model

Annotated
Fujaba Model

Generate
Code

Configured
Java Code

Fig. 1. The MDD process which combines Feature models and domain models using annotations

be mapped automatically to the domain model, and code for the specific feature selection should be generated. We use the CASE tool Fujaba [6] to create the executable
domain model for the modular SCM system mainly because of its support for executable models. The added value compared to other CASE tools is provided by story
diagrams (see p. 6) and their compilation into executable code. In contrast, code generation from class diagrams is supported by a large number of other CASE tools as
well, like e.g., in the Eclipse Modeling Framework [7]. Due to space restrictions, we
can not provide detailed information about the domain model itself. Information how
the domain model has been designed to support orthogonal combination of features and
how the behavioral model may be defined in a graphical notation at a level of abstraction above the (generated) program code, can be found in [8], [9] and [10]. Feature
modeling was applied to define common and discriminating features of SCM systems.
In the context of product line engineering, feature models are widely used. So far, we
have defined no constraints on the combination of features (apart from those constraints
which are expressed directly in the feature diagram itself). An essential goal of our
project is building a product line for SCM systems where features may be combined
as freely as possible. However, the major effort has to be invested into the design of
a system which actually supports the features defined in the feature model. Defining
the feature model itself is fairly easy. In our approach the domain model was annotated
manually with features, to establish a mapping between elements of the domain model
and the feature model respectively. These annotations can be performed on any level of
granularity. On a coarse-grained level, units such as packages, classes and associations
are decorated with features, whereas on a more fine-grained level, attributes, methods
and even story patterns etc. can be decorated. The coarse-grained approach keeps the
multi-variant architecture manageable. But it is up to the modeler’s discipline to use
the feature annotations carefully. In an extensive way of using feature annotations, the
modeler may easily lose track and may face a degree of complexity which cannot be
managed anymore. During the code generation process, these feature annotations are
evaluated against a given system configuration which is specified in FeaturePlugin [3]
and only code for selected elements is generated (see Fig. 1).
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3

Technical Problem

To generate code for a system configuration, a mapping has to be established between
features of the feature model and the model elements of the domain model. We chose
tagged values containing the name of the features to realize this mapping. If a feature
is selected in a configuration the model elements with its name have to be part of the
configured domain model. Each model element can be tagged by multiple features, in
which case they are evaluated analogous to a logical and (i.e., all features have to be
selected). This means also, that untagged model elements are always part of the configured model. The mechanism to tag the model elements varies slightly between different
metamodels. In UML, stereotypes with feature names can be used ([11], pp. 651), while
e.g., Ecore provides annotations ([7], pp. 119).
Our ultimate goal is to generate executable code from the configured model. Therefore, the transformation of the domain model into a configured domain model can be
viewed as analogy to a preprocessing step of a compiler – a code generation preprocessor. As a consequence we have to deal with the same problems as compiler
preprocessors: it is easy to produce syntactically and semantically wrong code.
Take the following example: Figure 2 shows a class diagram whose class B has been
tagged by a feature named sampleFeature. As long as the sampleFeature is part of the
configurations everything runs well, but as soon as it is omitted several problems occur
(assuming only class B is omitted from the configured model):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Both generalizations have either no target or no source.
Both associations have only one member end.
Both class X and class Y have a Property of a non-existing type.
print J from A in C fails during opaque expression analysis step (e.g., during compile time, see [11], pp. 101), as C is no A anymore, so j cannot be accessed.
5. print I from B in Y fails also, as B is not associated with X anymore, so i cannot
be accessed

This example shows that several syntactical constraints have been violated in the configured domain model, e.g., associations and generalization with only one end node.
These problems are violating UML metamodel constraints. But another kind of problem can only be detected during compile time, e.g., the broken inheritance hierarchy.
A
-j : String

X

-x

-b

*

*

«sampleFeature»
B
-i : string

-b

-y

Y

*

*

+print_I_from_B()

C
+print_J_from_A()

Fig. 2. Example of a tagged class diagram
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This leads to the question, if there is a set of consistency rules to maintain syntactical
correctness both when configuring a tagged domain model and when generating code
for the configured domain model.

4

Solution

If the tagged domain model is syntactically correct all errors in a configured domain
model result from the removal of tagged elements (this is quite similar to the deletion
of model elements). An untagged element is present in every configured domain model.
A tagged element is only present in the subset of configured domain models associated
with the conjunction of the features it has been tagged with. So, if another element
depends on a tagged element the following rule holds:
Rule 1: If model element A depends on model element B, the set of configured
domain models containing A must be a subset of the set of configured domain
models containing B.
Or, thinking in terms of tags, the constraints must ensure that every tag on an element
is present on its dependent elements, i.e., the tag set on element B must be a subset of
element A1 .
4.1

Constraints for UML metamodel violations

This set of constraints is obtained by analyzing the UML Superstructure Specification
[11]. All these rules works transitively, i.e., they have to be applied until no further tags
are added.
Rule 1.1: If an element is tagged all owned elements are tagged, too.
The basic Element of the UML Superstructure Specification introduces an aggregation between an owner-Element and its owned elements ([11], p. 25). By analyzing the inheritance hierarchy of the UML Superstructure we can define following
dependencies (see Table 1).
Rule 1.2: If the target of a directed relationship is tagged the relationship is
tagged, too.
Each DirectedRelationship must have a source and a target ([11], p. 25). The
source of a DirectedRelationship is always the owner, so rule 1 insists that a
tagged source implies a tagged DirectedRelationship. This is also the case if
the target is tagged which is demanded by this rule. The dependencies for the concrete
elements are shown in Table 2.
Rule 1.3: If the member end of an association is tagged the association is
tagged, too.
1

Please note that the direction of the subset relation has changed, because more tags mean less
configured domain models.
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Tagged type
Association

Elements to be tagged (type)
owned
rules
(Constraint),
outgoing
imports
(ElementImport or PackageImport), generalizations
to super-associations (Generalization), non-navigable or
n-ary roles (Property)
Class
nested classes (Class), owned rules (Constraint), outgoing imports (ElementImport or PackageImport), generalizations to superclasses (Generalization), defined operations (Operation), defined attributes (Property)
Constraint
constraint definition (ValueSpecification)
ElementImport
none
Generalization
none
Operation
pre-/post and body conditions (Constraint), parameters
(Parameter)
Package
contained associations (Association), contained classes
(Class), owned rules (Constraint), outgoing imports
(ElementImport or PackageImport), sub-packages
(Package), outgoing package merges (PackageMerge)
PackageMerge
none
PackageImport
none
Parameter
default value (ValueSpecification)
Property
default value (ValueSpecification)
ValueSpecifications2 none
Table 1. Tag propagation Table for concrete UML class diagram elements (Rule 1.1)

Each Association requires at least two member ends. So, in case of tagged properties, the tags have to be propagated to the association that ends at this property.
Rule 1.4: If an association is tagged the member ends are tagged, too.
If an end of an Association is navigable it is owned by the appropriate Class. In
this case a tagged association requires its member ends to be tagged.
Rule 1.5: If a type is tagged all typed elements of this type are tagged, too.
If a class is tagged which is a target of an uni-directional Association there is no
link to the Property that holds a reference to the source class, because this direction is
non-navigable (see [11], pp. 123). So, the Property of the source class that references
the tagged class is only linked to the tagged class via the type-Association which is
used in this rule.
4.2

Constraints for story diagram metamodel violations

UML provides several behavioral models but – except for state charts – there are no
means to generate executable code. Instead, each Operation has a methodbody-string
2

ValueSpecification is actually an abstract class that represents expressions consisting
of various literals and so called opaque expressions. These expressions are strings associated
with a language, e.g., java source code or OCL expressions that come with their own validator
(i.e., java compiler or OCL checker). See [11], pp. 28 and pp. 101 for a complete definition.
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Tagged type
Elements to be tagged (type)
Association incoming element import (ElementImport), generalization from subassociation (Generalization)
Class
incoming element import (ElementImport), generalization from subclass (Generalization)
Package
incoming imports (ElementImport or PackageImport ), incoming package merges (PackageMerge)
Table 2. Tag propagation Table for concrete UML class diagram elements (Rule 1.2)

that is validated by a languages specific tool (e.g., a java compiler) [11] (pp. 101). The
CASE tool Fujaba provides behavioral modeling through story diagrams, to specify
the body of a method and generate executable code. Story diagrams are activity diagram with two kinds of nodes: Statement activities and story patterns. The first consists
of a fragment of Java code, allowing for seamless integration of textual and graphical
programming. The latter is a communication diagram composed of objects and links.
Furthermore, objects may be decorated with method calls. Elements with dashed lines
represent optional parts of story patterns. A crossed element means that the story pattern may be applied only when the respective element does not exist. In addition to
method calls, a story pattern may describe structural changes: Objects and links to be
created or deleted are decorated with the stereotype <<create>> (green color) or
<<destroy>> (red color), respectively. Furthermore, := and == denote attribute assignments and equality conditions, respectively.

Fig. 3. Example of a Fujaba Story diagram

Figure 3 shows a story diagram that adds a new version to a single-dimensioned
version history (i.e., a kind of linked list). The first activity is a collaboration call that
retrieves the ID of the previous version (predID) out of the context-Parameter. The
second is a story pattern. It creats a newVersion and adds it as last element to the
versionSet. If a lastVersion exists already (note this object is optional) whose
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versionID equals the predID it becomes the predecessor of the newVersion.
Ultimately the content is added via method call to the newVersion. Depending
on the outcome of this pattern (successful match or failure) the control flow continues
to a stop node that either returns the new versionID or null. In Fujaba each metamodel element has a reference to its instances, e.g., a class to its objects, etc. The class
Version has two instances in our example (Fig. 3): lastVersion and newVersion. Instead
of passing the validation to a compiler it is now possible to think in terms of behavioral
model elements and to define further rules to ensure their correctness.
Rule 1.6: If an UML element is tagged all its instances are tagged, too.
When an element of the class diagram is tagged all its instances in all story diagrams
have to be tagged.
Rule 1.7: If a UML Operation is tagged its story diagram is tagged, too.
Each story diagram defines the behavior of a single operation. By tagging an operation
its behavioral specification has to be tagged, too.
Rule 1.8: If an UML element is tagged all instances of owned elements of its
superclasses are tagged in story patterns of its subclasses, too.
This solves the interrupted inheritance tree problem, by tagging all instances of elements that are not inherited anymore.
If we apply the above rules on the example given in Figure 2, we get the following
result: Rule 1.1 implies that the properties x and y are tagged, as well as the generalization to class A. The generalization from class C to class B is tagged according to rule
1.2. Applying rule 1.3 results in tags on both associations. The opposite navigation ends
(b) are tagged because of rule 1.4.
4.3

Open Problems and Limitations

The current version of the Fujaba story diagram metamodel does not link every story
diagram element to its class diagram element, e.g., constraints, transition guards and
collaboration statements. And even after a metamodel expansion, Fujaba still allows
statement activities which contain arbitrary strings. A way to ensure syntactical correctness of the generated code is to avoid these elements altogether, or to generate and
compile the configured model in the background. Another limitation is the inability to
specify variants of model elements (both in UML and story diagrams) as both metamodels are not designed for this purpose, e.g., it is not possible to define cardinality
variants for association ends or attribute assignment variants for objects.

5

Related Work

Czarnecki et al. describe in their work about Mapping Features to Models [12] a way to
establish a bidirectional mapping between feature models and Ecore elements, based on
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Ecore class diagrams (see [4]). It uses many of the same notations and display elements
as a previous version named FeaturePlugin [3]. Unlike FeaturePlugin, which focuses
strictly on feature modelling in an isolated context, Ecore.fmp aims to create Ecore
compliant class diagrams out of existing feature models and vice-versa. In the current
version of Ecore.fmp, the creation of a feature model from an existing Ecore model is
not yet supported properly. The creation of Ecore model files out of feature models also
still needs to be implemented. Since it is tightly coupled with Ecore, it does not support
arbitrary EMF-models or even executable models.
In his work, Florian Heidenreich developed a set of Eclipse plugins that also allows
the user to establish a mapping between features and feature realisations (i.e., model
elements) [13]. The underlying model (feature realisation) can be defined in arbitrary
Ecore-based languages. It provides four different kinds of views, that visualize the current feature selection in different ways [14]. The plugin aims at supporting the developer
in the complex task of defining mappings between features / configurations and their
realizations. However, support for executable models is very limited due to Ecore. E.g.,
statecharts, which do not have the same expressive power as Fujaba’s story-diagrams,
can be used to model the behaviour. Furthermore, both Ecore.fmp and Featuremapper
model requirements and components on the same level of abstraction. Ecore.fmp also
has no direct support for modeling in the large [15].
There are also some commercial tools, that support modeling a product line by specifying feature models, like pure system’s pure::variants. These tools do not provide a
model-driven process to develop a product line in a model-driven way. They only cover
a small part of the product line process - variant management. The configuration of the
final product is done during runtime, for example by specifying defines which are
passed to a C/C++ preprocessor, or by selecting certain sourcecode files. pure::variants
does not support the mapping of features to model elements.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel way to combine feature modeling and model-driven
software development, especially when creating executable models. The mapping between features and model elements was done using model annotations. A configuration
of selected features is used as an input to a special preprocessor which is started before the actual code generation process. This preprocessor passes model elements with
matching feature annotations to the code generator, and drops model elements that do
not match. In that way it is possible to establish a mapping between feature model elements to elements in executable models on any level of granularity. The code that is
delivered to the customer only contains the fragments which are neccessary for the desired configuration, in contrast to the process of runtime configuration and deploying
the complete codebase [10]. We deduced several rules to ensure syntactical correctness
of the annotated domain model. These rules have been implemented in a plugin which
ensures consistency of the model when generating code. Current work is addressed to
integrate the plugin into the Fujaba editor, to allow using our consistency checks during
the edit process.
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At the moment, our preprocessor only accepts configurations that have been created using the FeaturePlugin [3] plugin. We need to build different import modules to
read configurations created with other feature modeling tools like FeatureMapper [5],
Ecore.fmp [4] or commercial tools like pure::variants etc. We will also investigate to
which level of granularity it is possible to annotate the executable model. It is possible
to annotate the static structure at any level of granularity (Classes, methods or even attributes), but does the same also hold for story patterns? E.g., we will try to find out if
it is possible to exclude single story patterns of a story diagram by annotations.
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Abstract. Event-B is a formal language for modelling reactive systems,
based on set theory and first-order logic. The RODIN toolkit provides
comprehensive tool support for modelling and refinement in Event-B,
analysis and verification using animator/model-checkers and theorem
provers. We consider the need to support reuse, in particular product
line reuse, in such a formal development method.
Feature modelling is an established technique for reuse in product lines.
We introduce concepts of feature modelling and composition in Event-B
to support the reuse of formal models and developments. A prototype
feature composition tool has been developed (as a RODIN plugin) for
Event-B, based on the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF). Using an
MDD philosophy, the tool extends the Event-B language metamodel to
a composition metamodel, and implements prototype composition patterns for Event-B features. Thus, a required composite model can be
constructed by selecting, specializing, and composing input features in a
defined way. The tool is the first step towards full feature modelling for
product line model reuse for Event-B. We describe future work required
to meet this goal.

1

Introduction

Formal Methods provide mathematically based languages, tools and techniques
for specifying and verifying systems during construction. They allow identification of inconsistencies, ambiguities and defects earlier in the software development life-cycle and reduce the need for unit and integration testing [1]. Verification conditions called proof obligations (POs) take the form of mathematical
theorems which state correctness properties of models and their refinements.
Successful application of formal methods can be seen in aerospace, transportation, defence and medical sectors [1, 2]. Improvements in formal specification languages, verification techniques and robust tools are ongoing, in particular, by the
DEPLOY1 and RODIN2 projects, including industrial partners such as Bosch,
1
2

DEPLOY - Industrial deployment of system engineering methods EU Project IST214158. http://www.deploy-project.eu
RODIN - Rigorous Open Development Environment for Open Systems: EU Project
IST-511599. http://rodin.cs.ncl.ac.uk
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SAP, and Siemens and Space Systems Finland. These projects are developing
tools, as well as strengthening the theoretical base, for the formal specification
language Event-B [3].
Event-B, based on set theory and first-order logic, is used for modelling and
analysing discrete event systems and provides built-in generation and verification
of proof obligations. It is a successor of Abrial’s B language [4], developed in
the RODIN and earlier EU projects. After completion of the RODIN project,
the DEPLOY project is now deploying this work into industry. The RODIN
toolkit [5] provides support for modelling, animation, model-checking and proof
using Event-B. It is an Eclipse based IDE, and easily extensible. Refinement
is the core development process of introducing more details in each step from
abstract specification to the concrete implementation model in Event-B. Any
refined model must be proved to be a true refinement of the abstract model.
A software product line (SPL) refers to a set of related products having a
common base and built from a shared set of resources [6]. SPLs focus on the
problem of software reuse by providing automated ways to build families of
software products sharing commonalities, and differing by variabilities of structure. Feature modelling is a model-driven approach which gives a means to define
commonalities and variabilities in terms of atomic requirements features. Several
tools have been developed for supporting feature modelling for SPL engineering
[7]. For SPLs of critical systems, there is a need for the automated verification
that formal methods provide. This paper discusses our approach to introduce
product line reuse in Event-B using feature modelling concepts and reports on
tooling developments towards the full Feature Modelling Tool (FMT) for modelling of SPLs in Event-B. The example used in the paper is discussed in section
2. Section 3 gives a technical overview of the Event-B language. The notion
of feature modelling in Event-B is discussed in section 4 followed by the tool
discussion, related and future works in sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

2

Feature Composition Example

This example has been taken from the Production Cell [8] case study which we
have modelled in Event-B. This is a reactive system which has been modelled
in a number of formalisms. The purpose of the example here is to demonstrate
the prototype tool that we have developed rather than its Event-B modelling.
There were multiple features in Production Cell model but we only consider two
features here for brevity, i.e. feed belt and table. Metal blanks enter the system
through the feed belt and are dropped one by one on to the table from where
other components such as a robot may pick them up and deliver them to another
component for further processing. It happens in this example that features map
to physical components of the system, e.g. table, robot etc. We chose this example
to represent a product line of Production Cell systems, where different feature
configurations result in different instances of a Production Cell. Variabilities
are the number and connectivity of features, e.g. we can build a system with
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multiple robots and belts to increase throughput. All the features are modelled
generically for use in various configurations, and are verified separately.

(a) Feature Composition

(b) Sub-Feature Composition

Fig. 1. Feature Composition Editor

3

Event-B Language

An Event-B model consists of a machine - modelling dynamic data and behaviour
- and zero or more contexts - modelling static data structures or configurations.
This separation of behaviour allows the use of different contexts to parametrize
the machines. Note that there is no concept of modularization in Event-B, so
a model represents a complete system at a particular level of refinement. The
state transition mechanism over the machine’s variables is given by the event,
which comprises parameters (also called arguments or local variables), guards
and actions. The guard is a condition on the event parameters and machine
variables that defines the enabledness of the event: the event is only enabled when
all of its guards are true. The action is the update operation on a state variable.
The syntax of an event e with guards G, variables v and actions A is: e = when
G(v) then A(v). Examples of two events (UnloadFB & LoadTbl) can be seen on
Fig. 1(b). The invariant is a state predicate specifying correctness properties
that must always hold. Variables are typed by invariants. Many POs concern
invariant preservation, i.e. correctness of the system is defined and preserved
through the invariants. All events must preserve invariants and any violation of
invariants will lead to the system being inconsistent. An INITIALIZATION event
is used to specify the initial values for the variables.
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The context (static data) in Event-B contains sets, constants, axioms and
theorems. Sets are used to define the types and axioms describe the properties
of the constants. Theorems must be proved to follow from axioms.
Event-B provides support for refinement where structural and algorithmic
detail can be added during each refinement step; new events can be added and
existing events can be extended. Variables may be added or transformed. Refinement will usually reduce non-determinism. Similarly, contexts can also be
extended to add more details to the model. Refinement proof obligations are
generated by the tool to verify that a refined model is a correct refinement of
the abstract model. An EMF [9] metamodel for Event-B has been developed as
part of the DEPLOY project.

4

Feature Modelling in Event-B

Feature modelling is a well-known technique for reuse in product lines. Methodologically speaking, for its application in an Event-B setting, some form of domain engineering activity comes first. At very least, an instance of the product
line should be fully developed, followed by the engineering of a variant system
or two. Commonality/variability analysis should be undertaken and followed by
the incremental building of a domain feature model and database. Work is under
way developing this methodological and domain engineering work, which will be
reported elsewhere.
In this paper we introduce a prototype feature composition tool as an initial
step towards the development of a more comprehensive tooling for feature modelling. For such a full Feature Modelling Tool (FMT), we will need to define a
metamodel for the feature modelling language. The FMT will consist of a feature model editor and a feature instance editor. The feature model editor will
be used to build the feature models for different product families and the feature instance editor will provide a configuration mechanism for choosing various
features to instantiate a new product line member, somewhat similar to configuration diagram of FeaturePlugin [10]. The feature model will also specify any
constraints needed to maintain the correct selection of features in a particular
instance. Feature composition rules will respect these constraints. The instance
editor will use the feature composition tool described in this paper to compose
selected features to build the instance system. We are planning to develop the
instance editor in such a way that it can produce an instance using the composition descriptions defined in the composition meta-language as discussed in our
earlier work [11]. This framework consists of two layers of metamodelling where
a feature model will conform to the feature metamodel and at the same time will
serve as a metamodel for the instance model. Validation criteria will be needed
to verify the correct instantiation of the metamodels at each level.
The feature has been defined as “a logical unit of behaviour specified by a set
of functional and non-functional requirements” [12]. We define the concepts of
“feature” and “sub-feature” in Event-B as atomic units of reuse, specialization
and composition. This is in order to preserve the semantics of Event-B and to
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formally verify the product-line members. A feature is thus a small, coherent
and syntactically complete Event-B model which consists of a machine and zero
or more seen contexts. This allows a feature and its refinements to be verified
using the RODIN provers. A notion of sub-feature may be useful: when a feature
cannot be reused as a whole, we might be interested in reusing some parts of a
feature. Thus, a sub-feature is part of a feature which is syntactically incomplete
but can be reused when composed with other sub-features, e.g. in Event-B, an
event or a variable with its associated invariant(s) can constitute a sub-feature.
The following is our definition of feature and sub-feature in BNF3 .
F eature ::= Context | M achine Context+
M achine ::= N ame V ariable+ Invariant+ T heorem∗ [V ariant]
INITIALIZATION Init Event+
Context ::= N ame {Set+ Axiom∗ T heorem∗ |
Set∗ Constant+ Axiom+ T heorem∗ }
SubF eature ::= EventSF | V ariableSF | InvariantSF | ContextSF
EventSF ::= INITIALIZATION Init | Event
V ariableSF ::= V ariable+ InvariantSF
InvariantSF ::= Invariant+
T heoremSF ::= T heorem+
ContextSF ::= Set∗ | Constant∗ | Axiom∗ | T heorem∗
We start system modelling in Event-B by defining the features at an abstract
level and then refine these features gradually by adding further detail at each
refinement step. Splitting requirements across features and then modelling and
refining feature-wise, separates concerns and should reduce complexity - application experience will tell. We call each feature and its chain of refinements a
feature development. Developing earlier work [11, 13], we regard these feature
developments as units of reuse. They will be specialized - by addition or alteration of information - and composed in various ways in the process of assembling
(instantiating) an instance system in the target product line. For example, two
EventSFs are composed after specialization and conflict resolution into a single
EventSF named ‘LoadTbl’ during the composition of two Features i.e. feedbelt 2
& table 2, as shown in Fig. 1. The processes of specialization and composition
will occur in general at all refinement levels of the input feature developments.
Note that the relation between requirement feature and its implementation is
more complex than one to one and feature composition through non-linear refinements will layer in complex, possibly cross-cutting, structure.

3

The syntax used is: [ ] means optional (0 or 1), { }∗ means 0 or more occurrences,
{ }+ means 1 or more occurrences and | means OR.
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(a) Part of Composition Metamodel

(b) Example Structure

Fig. 2.

5

Feature Composition Tool

An initial version of the feature composition tool is available as a plugin to the
RODIN platform4 [5]. It provides a simple structured cut-and-paste composition
of features and guides the user in identifying and resolving any conflicts. We
are currently working on a number of composition/specialization patterns to
maximize automation while not restricting user expressiveness.
The plugin was developed in Eclipse using Java in a model-driven approach.
We built a metamodel for the composition model which inherits from the EventB metamodel. We then used EMF [9] to generate the code from the composition metamodel. The major advantage is in the ease of extension through the
metamodel where the code is automatically generated by EMF and then customized. Fig. 2(a) shows part of the composition metamodel for event composition where Event, Guard and EventComposition inherit from Event-B metamodel, i.e. BAnyEvent, BGuard and BNamedElement respectively. Event inherits ‘newName’ from RenameableElement which allows a new name to be given
to an Event, e.g. to resolve naming conflicts. The collection ‘sourceEvents’ represents the set of events being merged together to form a single ‘EventComposition’
which inherits ‘name’ attribute from BNamedElement. All composition elements
inherit a ‘compose’ boolean which represents the selection of that element for
composition.
The tool provides a composition editor5 (Fig. 1) to select the features (in a
similar manner to existing feature modelling tools, e.g. [10]) that need to be
4
5

See http://sourceforge.net/projects/rodin-b-sharp/ and wiki entry at http:
//wiki.event-b.org/index.php/Feature_Composition_Plugin
The earlier prototype was contributed by Christopher Franklin (a University of
Southampton Intern)
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composed resulting in the composition model. This model is then used by the
tool to transform/compose the input features into a composite Event-B feature.
The composition model is serialized in the RODIN model repository for replaying the composition later. The editor provides conflict resolution functionality
and highlights any conflicts such as multiple declarations of variables or events
with the same name in different input features. It provides facilities for making
the input models disjoint before composition to automatically resolve any conflicting element names. It can also automatically resolve conflicting elements by
deselecting the repeating/redundant information in different models (see variables ‘position’ and ‘blanks’ on Fig. 1(a)). The editor also provides an option for
composing sub-features such as events (Fig. 1(b) shows the composition of two
events). The tool is also capable of composing features at different refinement
levels. The composite feature is a typical Event-B model and is automatically
checked by the RODIN static checker for any errors. Similarly, proof obligations
(POs) for the composite model are generated in normal fashion and the RODIN
provers discharge any POs automatically if they can. Fig. 2(b) shows the structure of our example features refined up to two levels and then composed using
the tool. The composition of features at each level needed some extra invariants,
guards and merging of events. Fig. 1(b) shows the composition of two events
into one and de-selection of redundant elements to resolve conflicts.

6

Related Work

To our knowledge, there is no tool support for feature modelling within the formal methods domain, although, there are tools which support feature modelling
for product lines such as XFeature6 , FeaturePlugin [10] etc. The underlying concepts discussed in [14] are quite similar to what we want to achieve in the domain
of formal product line development. Another area that is closely related to our
work is the definition of composition patterns. These patterns will enable us to
write composition rules when composing Event-B features. The RODIN toolkit
is already in the phase of adopting the model transformation and code generation
facilities of EMF7 .

7

Conclusion & Future Work

We have given an overview of our approach to introduce the concepts of feature
modelling within formal methods using Event-B. Our prototype feature composition tool is an initial step towards the development of a feature modelling tool
for configuring Event-B features and composing them to instantiate software
product line systems by reusing and extending existing features as mentioned in
section 4. This is required because existing feature modelling tools don’t provide
6
7

Feature Modelling Tool http://www.pnp-software.com/XFeature/Home.html
See http://wiki.event-b.org/index.php/EMF_framework_for_Event-B
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enough facilities to give semantics to features and the resulting formal verification capabilities such as offered by Event-B. Our prototype tool will enable us
to experiment with different case studies and to improve the tool requirements
and underlying notations for feature modelling. This remains work in progress.
The example of section 2 revealed additional tool requirements and research
questions.We will require a composition management capability to record, manage and replay the sequences of compositions and specializations of features
required by a target system. This should substantially increase productivity.
Another area to explore is reusing proofs. When we compose Event-B features
into a composite feature, the tool generates proof obligations (POs) for consistency and refinement checking. Most of the POs for the input features still exist
for the composite feature, and may have already been discharged interactively.
Hence, it would be useful if the tool could reuse interactively discharged POs to
save user time and effort. This might be achieved through the composition of
proof trees while composing their associated features.
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Abstract. A product-line can offer the reuse of complete lifecycle assets,
comprising planning, development and assessment artefacts. In safety-critical
systems engineering, safety assessment artefacts are indispensable assets which
are expensive to generate. For safety-critical product-lines, it would be costeffective to encapsulate these assessment artefacts as reusable assets, i.e. to
provide the capability of reusing a product-line function or component in
addition to its safety assessment artefacts. In this paper, we focus on Functional
Hazard Assessment of a product-line’s functions. We propose a product-line
functional hazard model which is integrated with the product-line context and
domain models. We also show how this proposed product-line functional
hazard model fits within the product-line processes.
Keywords: Product-lines, model-driven development, safety-critical systems,
functional hazard assessment

1 Introduction
Reuse is a recognised approach to reducing the development cost of softwareintensive systems. Instead of analysing, designing, implementing and verifying a
function or a component from scratch every time, it would be more cost-effective to
develop it once and reuse it in multiple systems. Specifically, reuse could be more
cost-effective if it is managed according to predefined contextual and architectural
constraints such as in product-line development. Product-line development is an
approach to large-scale and holistic reuse. A product-line can offer the reuse of
complete lifecycle artefacts comprising planning, development and assessment
artefacts. In safety-critical product-lines, safety assessment artefacts generated from
Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [1] produce the main evidence supporting claims that
the system is acceptably safe to operate within a specific environment. These safety
assessment artefacts are indispensable assets which are expensive to generate. To this
end, it would be advantageous to encapsulate these artefacts as reusable product-line
assets, i.e. to provide the capability of reusing a product-line function or component in
addition to its safety assessment artefacts (e.g. its failure mode assessment data).
However, to be able to reuse safety assessment artefacts in a trustworthy manner, the
relationship between a reusable function or component and its associated safety
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assessment artefacts should be explicitly and unambiguously modelled. In other
words, it is not enough to emphasise the importance of the process by which the
safety assessment information is generated, but also the importance of the model
against which the structures, relationships and assumptions underlying the generated
assessment information are captured. The safety assessment process is carried out
once whereas the generated assessment information, identified and specified against
the model, is reused multiple times. In this paper, we focus on Functional Hazard
Assessment of a product-line’s functions. We propose a product-line functional
hazard model that is integrated with the product-line context and domain models. We
also show how this proposed product-line functional hazard model fits within the
product-line processes.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a brief introduction of FHA,
followed by an overview of the modelling approach proposed in this paper (Section
3). Section 4 proposes a product-line functional hazard model and how it interfaces
with product-line context and domain models. Section 5 shows how the proposed
product-line functional hazard model fits within the product-line’s domain and
derivation processes. The paper concludes with a summary in Section 6.

2 Functional Hazard Assessment
Functional hazard assessment (FHA) is an inductive technique which examines the
way in which system functions contribute to system safety [1]. FHA identifies failure
conditions associated with system functions and the effects these failure conditions
can have on overall safety. Failure conditions are typically identified by considering
three hypothetical deviations: (1) function not provided, (2) function provided when
not required and (3) function provided incorrectly. The effects of each failure
condition are then identified, specifically those affecting the intended behaviours of
the system, its environment and users. FHA then classifies each function based on the
severity of the effects of the function’s failure conditions. Failure conditions leading
to deaths or injuries are typically classified as ‘Catastrophic’ or ‘Hazardous’. Less
severe failure conditions are typically classified as ‘Major’ or ‘Minor’. Finally, system
safety requirements are defined, addressing each failure condition in accordance with
the severity of its classification (i.e. rigour in specifying and meeting the safety
requirements of a function is proportionate to the criticality of the function).

3 Approach Overview
System safety aspects and the way in which they are identified and assessed cannot be
considered in isolation from the system’s context, functions and dependencies. This is
mainly because safety is a consequential attribute; i.e. safety conditions such as
hazards, failure conditions and failure modes are an outcome of certain system
functionalities and behaviours in a given environment. This is why system hazards are
typically identified given the safety analysts’ understanding of the system functions
and their environment. For example, safety conditions are stated given certain
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assumptions about data sampling rate, level of independence, expected operation
modes, maintenance procedures and end-user training. In this paper, we focus on one
particular class of safety conditions: Functional Hazards. Functional hazards are
functional failure conditions with hazardous consequences, e.g. loss of braking
capability or inadvertent engine thrust control. These failure conditions cannot be
identified and analysed without a sufficient understanding of the system functions and
the way in which they interact with one another and with their environment.
Specifically, in a product-line, functions are typically captured in the domain model
as high-level features. The product-line environment, on the other hand, is defined in
the context model. As such, any product-line functional hazard model should interface
with the product-line context and domain models.

Fig. 1. Overall Structure of the Product-Line Models
An overview of the interrelationships between the functional hazard, context and
domain models is depicted in Figure 1 (a more detailed description of these models is
presented in the next section). The context model captures information regarding the
structure of the physical, operating, support, maintenance and regulatory environment
of the product-line systems. Broadly speaking, the context model defines external
constraints that these systems need to respect. Without a clear definition of these,
implicit contracts and dependencies between these systems and their support
environment could be violated, leading to uncertainties regarding the assumed safe
behaviours of the systems. The domain model, on the other hand, considers the
structures of, and interactions between, features provided by systems in a domain. A
feature is a set of related capabilities and characteristics that represent a logical unit of
functionality for the stakeholders of the product [2] [3]. Features in a domain model
have explicit associations with one another and with environmental factors (e.g.
particular functions deployed only during certain operational phases). Finally, the
functional hazard model captures failure conditions, effects, severity classification
and safety requirements which relate to specific functional and environmental
configurations, as defined in the context and domain models.
One special characteristic of product-line development is variation management.
The product-line context and domain models capture how products, derived from the
product-line’s assets, are permitted to vary from one another. These products vary in
terms of the functions they provide or the environment in which they can be deployed.
Because of the interdependency between the product-line’s functions, environment
and functional hazards, functional hazards are not immune from the impact of
functional and contextual variation. The nature and severity of functional hazards
assumed to be associated with a certain reusable function may change due to certain
permitted configurations of the variation points defined for that function.
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Uncertainties in the traceability between a function and the hazards that may be posed
by that function, due to certain product-line variations, are dangerous and
unacceptable in the safety domain. Seemingly simple variations in the original and
new deployment of reusable functions may contribute to the occurrence of hazards or
failure modes previously assumed to be irrelevant to the system [5].
To this end, the management of variations and the way in which they affect safety,
however minor, is a prerequisite for trusted reuse. We believe that the impact of
variation on safety can be identified, traced and controlled by integrating the productline functional hazard model with the context and domain models. By adopting a
model-based approach to managing the safety impact of product-line variation,
product-line functions, along with their associated functional hazard information, can
be reused with greater confidence and without the need for the reassessment of these
functions whenever reused in the derivation of new products.

Fig. 2. Example Generic Variability Metamodel [5]
Many models for describing variability have been proposed in the product-line
literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. In essence, a variability metamodel comprises
variability points (figure 2). Variability points specify places in an artefact where
variability can arise [11]. Variability points are bound by engineers to create concrete
variants of variable artefacts or attributes. Variability points are often interdependent
in that the binding of one variability point may restrict the binding of other variability
points. For example, for safety, a choice of relevant operation modes and their
criticality in a context model may dictate the binding of certain variability points
regarding the level of partitioning in the design model. This in turn may have impact
on how the bound design artefact could contribute to system hazards identified in the
safety models. In this report, we do not prescribe a specific structure for the
variability metamodels. The context, domain and functional hazard models defined in
the next section are generic and can easily be interfaced with variability models which
comprise, as a minimum, explicit variability points and the resulting variants.

4 Product-Line Functional Hazard Model
In this section, we propose a functional hazard model for product-line development.
This model defines the relationships between, on the one hand, product-line
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functional and environmental variants and, on the other hand, their corresponding
failure conditions, effects, classifications and safety requirements.

associated with

Fig. 3. Product-Line Functional Hazard Model
The product-line functional hazard model is depicted in Figure 3 (please note that, for
presentation purposes, the depicted model is an abstraction of the original model
which is created in the form of an Ecore model [12]). In the model in Figure 3, a
‘failure condition’, which is a subtype of a ‘condition’ and associated with a
‘functional variant’, can lead to one or more ‘effects’ (an effect is also a subtype of a
‘condition’). Each effect is associated with a ‘classification’ based on the severity of
this effect from the safety perspective. It is important to note that the two elements
‘Functional Variant’ and ‘Contextual Variant’ are the main source of the variation.
The ‘failure condition’, ‘effect’, ‘classification’ and ‘safety requirement’ model
elements can also vary, though in a subsequential manner. That is, variation in failure
conditions, effects, classifications and safety requirements, within the scope of the
FHA, is not indigenous and is a consequent of the variation in functional
specifications and the environment (e.g. operation phase, temperature and behaviour
of other internal and external functions). A failure condition occurs and leads to
certain effects due to, and in the context of, a certain configuration of functional
variants and contextual variants. When this configuration varies, the failure condition
and its associated effects may also vary. Similarly, the classification of the same
failure condition effect in a product-line may vary. For example, in-flight engine
shutdown may be classified as ‘Minor’ for one aircraft whereas classified as
‘Hazardous’ for another. This depends on the various ways in which the aircraft and
engine product-lines are configured (e.g. variation in the number of engines fitted). In
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particular, the impact of variation in functions and external conditions is captured in
Figure 3 in the following association classes:
Failure Condition and Effect Association Class: The relationship between a failure
condition and its effects is governed by specific conditions which are associated with
certain configurations of functional and contextual variants. These configurations may
vary, and as a result, the causal relationship between failure conditions and effects
may vary accordingly. For example, the same failure condition of a function may lead
to different effects in a product-line FHA depending on the various permitted
configurations of this function within certain environments.
Effect and Classification Association Class: A failure condition in a product-line
FHA may lead to one or more effects. However, once an effect occurs, its
classification may depend on functional and contextual variants other than those
affecting the occurrence of the failure condition(s). Therefore, it is important to
explicitly capture separately the functional and contextual variants that affect
classification.
Safety Requirement Association Class: Derived safety requirements are one of the
outputs of an FHA – “Assignment of requirements to the failure conditions to be
considered at the lower level” [1]. Safety requirements are not only associated with
failure conditions, but also with the classification of these failure conditions. Safety
requirements for the same failure condition in a product-line can differ when the
failure condition has more than one classification – i.e. due to permitted variation that
can affect classification. To this end, a safety requirement in the FHA model in Figure
3 is linked with the association that relates a failure condition to its effect. Similarly, a
safety requirement in the FHA model is linked with the association that relates the
effects of a failure condition to its classification. In this way, we can ensure that the
integrity and rigour associated with defining and meeting the safety requirement is
proportionate to the classification of the failure condition addressed by that safety
requirement. In short, variation in safety requirements is a function of variation in (1)
the association leading to failure conditions and (2) the association influencing the
classification of these failure conditions.

5 Product-Line Functional Hazard Assessment Process
In this section, we present an approach to integrating FHA into the product-line’s
domain engineering and application engineering phases. The role of the FHA in the
domain engineering phase is to examine the failure conditions associated with each
variant of a function addressed in the feature model by producing the function’s
effects, classification and associated safety requirements. These product-line failure
conditions, effects, classifications and safety requirements are captured against the
product-line functional hazard model defined in the previous section. This enables
functional hazard data to be reused whenever a function in the feature model is
selected in the derivation of a new product as part of the product-line. As shown in
Figure 4, the FHA is the first safety assessment method applied in the product-line
domain engineering phase and is highly associated with the product-line domain and
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context analysis. The relationship between the FHA activity and the context and
domain modelling activity is bidirectional. When a function is captured as a feature in
the feature model, and its environment defined in the context model, each variant of
the function, given its specified context, is examined in the FHA to determine its
failure conditions, effects, classifications and safety requirements.
Product-Line Safety Process

FHA Model
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Fig. 4. FHA in the Product-Line Domain Engineering Phase
The FHA results also play a role in constraining certain configurations of features or
contextual assumptions which may pose unacceptable safety conditions. For example,
the functional hazard data may show that the severity of certain failure condition
effects of a function (represented as a feature) are unacceptable within the agreed
scope of a product-line and may therefore result in imposing constraints on the
selection of that function (e.g. it may be within the scope of the product-line to
address hazardous but not catastrophic events). Furthermore, as part of defining the
functional variants of the product-line’s feature model, decisions and assumptions can
be made regarding independence between the product-line’s functions (e.g. to avoid
common mode failures). Decisions and assumptions concerning independence,
affecting safety, should be explicitly captured and managed as part of the product-line
FHA. In the product-line feature model, constraints should be established, based on
the product-line FHA results, that restrict feature compositions that can violate
assumed independence between functions, e.g. independence between functions and
their monitors.
In the product-line’s application engineering phase, the functional hazards posed
by each function, reused in the derivation of a new product, should be identified and
analysed. However, this analysis is not carried out from scratch. Each product
function, along with its associated contextual conditions, are fed into the product
FHA activity, which in turn checks for potential matches with functional and
contextual variants whose failure conditions have been previously captured in the
product-line functional hazard model. Whenever there is a match, relevant failure
condition data should be added to the product functional hazard model and linked
with the product’s requirements and contextual conditions. In the case of mismatches,
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the safety analysts need to examine the sources of these mismatches. For example,
mismatches can due to product-specific functions or product-specific contextual
assumptions. Safety analysts should analyse these new functions or contextual
assumptions and generate their corresponding failure conditions, effects,
classifications and safety requirements. These failure conditions, effects,
classifications and safety requirements should not only be added to the product FHA
model, but should also be added to the product-line FHA model and therefore should
be available for reuse, where relevant, in the analysis of future products.

6 Summary
We have proposed a product-line functional hazard model, which is integrated with
the product-line context and domain models. We have also proposed a way in which
this functional hazard model fits within the product-line processes. We are currently
validating the functional hazard model against a number of safety assessment
processes as defined in some aerospace and automotive standards. We are also
working on a generic safety assessment metamodel for product-lines which could be
integrated with a product-line’s context, domain and reference architecture models.
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We propose to use variability techniques from the realm of
product lines to help make service speci cations more exible. Feature diagrams provide a high-level model of the essential and optional aspects of
services in combination with detailed models of service's semantics based
on visual contracts speci ed by graph transformation rules. In this way
we hope to provide a precise, yet exible speci cation of requirements
towards as well as provided services, which is amenable to automation
while being visual and user-friendly.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
The use of the web as a platform for application integration provides the technology to react to today's rapidly changing business climate [1]. However, while
technically web services can be discovered, selected and bound to at runtime [2],
the necessary automation of these tasks continues to pose major challenges. One
of them is the level of exibility required to nd a service satisfying the speci ed
requirements. Human programmers, if they cannot nd exactly what they asked
for, will be happy enough to adapt their demands to a suciently similar service
and change their implementation accordingly. But any automated selection and
binding requires a detailed speci cation not just of the signatures and data types
of the services required but also of their actions and protocols. Such a detailed
description will, however, be less likely to be matched by any existing service.
Let us consider a scenario where a requester (potential client) nds a service
satisfying most of the requirements. For example, while requesting a service for
hotel and ight reservation, requester may also be interested in transport from
the airport to the hotel, a guide to visit holy or historical places, while having a
preference to pay via bank transfer. The provider may o er to book ight, hotel
and transport, and allow payment via bank transfer or credit card. Comparing
our requirements with the o er we nd a mismatch in the fact that no guide
services are provided. To resolve this mismatch we need information about the
relevance of the missing feature, e.g., whether it is optional or compulsory for
the success of our application. In addition, there will be dependencies between
features as well as with other elements of our models.
In this paper we are proposing to combine visual techniques for the modelling
of product lines, speci cally feature models [3{5], with a modelling approach
using visual contracts (graphical pre- and post conditions for operations [8, 9]) for
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specifying and matching service descriptions as produced by the service provider
against requirements as expressed by the requester. The approach is based on
an easy integration with mainstream software UML notations, provides the level
of formality and exibility required to realistically allow automated matching of
services, and supports the adaptation of provider and requester interfaces and
implementations to the chosen variant.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses some
related work, Section 3 introduces the speci cation and matching of services by
visual contracts using a small case study. Section 4 extends this approach by
feature models and Section 5 describes the matching and adaptation of these
extended models. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
A number of approaches address exible matching of services with semantic descriptions. Paolucci et al. in [11] have described an engine that allows matching of
advertisements and requests on the bases of the capabilities. Several matchmaking frameworks are developed in [12{16], which operate on service descriptions
written in RDF, DAML+OIL or DAML-S. Wu in [17] proposes a similaritybased approach, which grounds the matching process on a comparison of signature speci cations in WSDL, but not on semantic descriptions. Matchmaking
approaches ranking the similarity between advertisement and request are developed in [18] and [19]. In [20], Yongley adopted the ranking technique to service
matching based on semantic descriptions.
We believe that variability needs to be built into the service speci cation,
so that automated decisions can be made in the case of imperfect matches.
This is di erent from ranking matches according to their degree of similarity.
Moreover, our approach, while being inspired by standard methods for specifying
and matching service semantics, does so on the basis of a visual notations which
allows integration into mainstream software modelling languages.

3 Specifying and Matching of Services
In this section we describe the basic approach to visual semantic modelling and
matching of services by means of a case study of an online travel agent. We use
graph transformation rules to represent visual contracts.
Graph Transformation Systems (GTS) provide a modelling language where
graphs model (data) states and rules specify state changing operations. The class
of admissible states is speci ed by a type graph [9]. Fig. 1 shows a possible state
graph of the case study where bookings have been generated by a client for hotel,
ight, and transport. The types of nodes and their associations are represented
by the type graph in the left of Fig. 1.
In the context of semantic web services we can think of the type graph as
a representation of an ontology and of the instance graph as a data con rming
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to it. Transformations of instance graphs are due to the application of graph
transformation rules, shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Type and instance graphs

Service models are given in two version: from the requester's point of view
describing desired functionality and from the provider's perspective specifying
the services that are actually implemented.
The rule in the top part of Fig. 2 represents the requirements of a requester
who is looking to reserve guide services and is willing to pay by credit card. The
left side of the rule shows the preconditions of the operation while the right-hand
side shows its postcondition / e ect [9]. The rule expresses the demand for an
operation which allows a client to book a guide payed for by a credit card owned
by the client. Similar operations could be requested for the booking of hotel,
ight, and transport, or to allow payment via bank transfer.
A rule describing the operation as implemented by the provider is in the
bottom of Fig. 2. It o ers to book any service using any available payment
method.
It should be clear that, in this case the requirements of the requester are
satis ed by the operations as speci ed by the provider because of the subtyping
relation between MeansOfPayment and CreditCard as well as Service and Guide.
These relations are captured in the ontology that both rules are based on, and
which we assume to be standardised.
However, while we clearly have to rely on such standardisation to allow
matching of services at all, we would like to have the possibility for example
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Visual contracts specifying booking operations from requester (top) and
provider (bottom) point of view
Fig. 2.

to specify a provider that does not o er guide services. We could do so at a
moment by replacing the generic rule shown in the bottom of Fig. 2 by a number of more speci c ones for booking hotel, transport and ight. In this case,
the requester's requirement would not be satis ed by this service. In the next
sections we will introduce a more economical way of representing this and other
provider models based on features. We will also have to extend our notion.
Formally, a (provider) rule satis es another (requester) rule if the preconditions of the rst entail the preconditions of the second and the postconditions /
e ects of the second entail those of the rst. Entailment in this case boils down to
subgraph matching, allowing for the specialisation of types, i.e., the right-hand
side of the provider rule entails the right-hand side of the requester rule because
the former is a supergraph of the latter with more general types.

4 Visual Contracts with Features
In order to allow for a more ne-grained speci cation of the functionality on
o er as well the desired exibility in the matching of provisions to requests,
we propose to use feature models. A feature is \a distinguishable characteristic
of a concept that is relevant to some stakeholders" [4] while feature diagrams
can be used to show the variability of features in a hierarchical form, including
di erent types of features (such as optional, mandatory, alternative, etc.) and
their interdependencies [3{7]. A feature model consists of a feature diagram and
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other associated information, in our case given by the type graph (ontology) and
visual rules (visual contracts) of requester and provider models.
Semantically, a feature diagram describes a set of instances, each representing
a permissable subset of features. By taking the intersection between the sets of
subsets on the requester and provider side we can identify the feature sets agreeable to both parties. Each such set describes a particular selection of features
which can be used to derive a corresponding variant of the underlying service
models.
Feature diagrams for requester and provider are shown in Fig. 3(a), 3(b).
For example, the requester diagram declares Transport and Guide as optional
features whereas Hotel and Flight Reservation and Payment by Bank Transfer as
mandatory features. We have used System for the concept node of both requester
and provider feature trees for ease in comparison.

(a) Requester
Fig. 3.

(b) Provider

Feature Diagrams of Requester and Provider

The connection between feature diagrams and visual contract models is provided by labelling the model elements (node types, rules, etc.) by the features
they are part of. This is shown for our example in the type graph in Fig. 4 by
small gray boxes with dashed borders placed at the corners of classes. Semantically, this means that since the Guide is not available as a feature of the provider
(as seen from the provider's feature diagram), the corresponding class in the type
graph is projected from the provider's view. In this way, the provider's booking
rule in Fig. 2 describing the booking for all services does not promise subsume
the booking of Guide services. For brevity we have used underlined characters
of feature names (from Fig. 3) as labels in Fig. 4.
Similarly, operations and their visual contracts are labelled, e.g., rule Req
:: bookGuideByCC would be labelled Guide and CC while Prov :: bookService
would carry all labels except for Guide.

5 Matchmaking and Adaptation
In order to nd out if a provider description matches the requirements expressed
by a requester model, we proceed in three steps.
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owns
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Receipt

Booking
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Guide

Flight
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Type Graph labelled by features: BT for Bank Transfer,
for Guide, F for Flight, H for Hotel, Tra for Transport

Fig. 4.

Gd

Tra
Transport

CC

for Credit Card,

1. Compute intersection of feature sets of requester and provider feature diagrams.
2. For each feature set in the intersection, derive the corresponding variant of
provider and requester model.
3. Check compatibility of each derived pair of models.
For Step 1, feature trees can be converted into propositional formulas [3, 6, 7].
The set of solutions of the conjunction of the propositional formulas derived from
the two feature models provides us with the desired intersection, i.e., the set of
all subsets of features that are admissible according to both models. The result
can be visualised as a feature diagram again, such as in Fig. 5 representing the
intersection of feature diagrams of Fig. 3(a), 3(b). The largest admissible features
set is S ys; Res; F; H; T ra; P ay; BT , but also S ys; Res; F; H; P ay; BT is in
the intersection.

f

g

Fig. 5.

f

Intersection of feature diagrams of Figures 3(a), 3(b)
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In order to de ne the variant of requester and provider models in Step 2,
we have to delete from these models all elements labelled by features not in the
relevant feature set, and then recursively all the elements dependent on those
deleted. For example, deleting the Guide class results in deleting the corresponding subtyping relation as well as all the operations and rules containing instances
of this class. They are therefore disregarded in the next step. Further, if a subclass is removed from a superclass which occurs in a rule, this rule is removed
as well and replaced by all its specialisations where the superclass is replaced by
all permissable subclasses. In this way, from rule Prov :: bookService in Fig. 2
we obtain three specialisations, one of which (for Service Transport) is shown
in Fig. 6 together with the variant of the type graph.

!

Fig. 6.

Variant of type graph and rule

Since as a result of Step 2 we will obtain a pair of ordinary models (without
features) for each subset of features selected in Step 1, we can apply the standard
notion of matching as explained in Section 3 to check that they are indeed
compatible.
Thus, there could be two reasons for a requirement not to be matched by
a service description: An empty intersection of their feature diagrams (e.g., if a
mandatory feature of the requester is not provided), or an incompatibility in the
semantics of the actual operations. For the latter, consider a rule like the one in
Fig. 2 but without the links between c:Client and cc:CreditCard in the left- and
right-hand sides. In this case, the client would try to pay with a credit card not
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owned by the person who has made the booking, which would contradict the
requirement of the provider rule.
Notice that we take for granted here the fact that all models are speci ed
over a shared ontology. Thus rules use the same classes for the same concepts
and naming of features is consistent.

6 Conclusion
We proposed an extension by feature models of a visual approach to semantic web
services based on graph transformation. As feature models can be rephrased in
terms of propositional logic and visual contracts map to simple description logics,
the entire approach could be handled in a purely logical framework. However, we
believe that the visual presentation of models is as important for their usability
as the explanation of the matching procedure at the same level.
Future work will focus on evaluating the approach, developing tool support,
and extending it towards prioritising of features to be able to rank di erent
feature sets for their level of satisfaction before going on to check the consistency
of the semantic descriptions.
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Done well, the combined use of Model Driven Development
(MDD) and Software Product Lines (SPL) oers a promising paradigm
for software engineering. Such combination of abstraction from MDD
and variability from SPL is particularly powerful in the eld of softwareintensive systems. Although this eld has ourished recently, the focus so
far has been mostly on how to cope with the variability of models. This
focus on model variability has limited however the extension of variability
to other artifacts apart from models such as metamodels and model
transformations, that may cope with variability too. This position paper
discusses whether model variability is enough for realizing the ModelDriven Product-Line dream. We shift our attention from the variability
of models to a more general situation where the variability may embrace
models, metamodels and model transformations.
Abstract.

Introduction
Modeling is essential to cope with the increasing complexity of current software
systems. Models assist developers during the entire development life cycle to precisely capture and represent relevant aspects of a system from a given perspective
and at an appropriate level of abstraction.
MDD is a paradigm to automate the generation of boiler-plate code. Raising the abstraction level enables to focus on the domain details and separate the
implementation details. This brings a number of specic benets such as productivity, reduced cost, portability, drops in time-to-market, and improved quality.
Overall, the main economic driver is the productivity gain achieved, which is
reported by some studies [11,16].
A key artifact in MDD is a model transformation that denes the mappings
between a model and other model or between a model and a code artifact.
Although MDD was initially aimed at the generation of an individual program,
shortly after appeared the need for families of programs.
Researchers and practitioners have realized the necessity for modeling variability of software systems where software product line engineering poses major
challenges [20]. A software product line is a set of software intensive systems that
are tailored to a specic domain or market segment and that share a common
set of features [3,17].
For example, in industrial software systems the presence of dierent types
of subsystems (e.g., exclusive subsystems from dierent providers) implies that
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each is controlled in a similar though dierent way. This is typically achieved
by dening two features that are not necessarily present in all possible systems.
A feature is an end-user visible behavior of a software systems, and features are
used to distinguish dierent software systems or variants of a software product
line [13].
This impacts not only on the implementation, but on the modeling level.
The modeling used in software product lines can be twofold. First, there are
approaches for describing the variability of a software product line, e.g, there are
feature models that specify which feature combinations produce valid variants
[13]. Second, all variants in the product line may have models that describe their
structure, behavior, etc.
However, when dealing with variability in an MDD scenario, there are further artifacts apart from models that may need to cope with such variability
(e.g. model transformations may have to cope with variability imposed by the
software product line). Hence, this paper takes a step back to study such impact
into a broader perspective by analyzing the scenarios for Model-Driven Product
lines. We shift our attention from the variability of models to a more general
situation where the variability may embrace models, metamodels and model
transformations. Hence, a realization of one feature may consist of variations of
such artifacts.
Our contribution is to elaborate on motivating scenarios where model variability is not enough, illustrating this with a simple example and pointing to the
need for extending variability beyond models.

Motivating Scenario
There are dierent scenarios when combining MDD and SPL, with dierences
depending on the modeling language used. It is not the same to use UML or to
work with Domain Specic Languages (DSL).
The motivating scenario where model variability shows enough may happen
in situations where:
1. The used metamodel is standard and so it is not subject to variability. For
instance, when using a UML class diagram, it seems hard to make its metamodel variable since it is somehow standardized. This may apply generally
to the metamodels of the UML.
2. The model transformations come from a common library of model transformations that are shared. For instance, consider the dozens of model transformations expressed in ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) that are available online1 .
Therefore, in scenarios with standard metamodels and shared transformations,
the use of model variability seems enough. Indeed, at this point we wondered:
what if not? Some motivating scenarios where model variability does not seem
enough follows.
1

http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/atlTransformations/
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1. There are dierent target models and model transformations may need to be
customized for dierent targets. Model transformations share a signicant
common part while dier in some variable parts. For instance, consider the
case where dierent implementation code is generated from the same source
model. The target code is expected to be executed in dierent operating systems that could be dened well as features. Hence, there is a large proportion
of shared code and some particularities bound to each operative system. In
this situation, the application of variability to model transformations may
enable to handle those dierences in a unique model transformation.
2. In the previous situation, the source model conforms to a single metamodel
while the target conforms to dierent metamodels. Depending on the proportion between common and variable parts of such metamodels, it may be
of interest to apply variability as well to those metamodels. For instance, in
the earlier example, the code for each operative system may conform to a
specic metamodel. Although dierent, it may share a signicant common
part and so handling the metamodel variability may be required.
3. Model transformations dene mappings between source and target metamodels. The variability in the target metamodel may happen as well in the
source model. In general, it could be restricted to either the source, the target or both. Ultimately, since model transformations are chained, this need
may propagate along the chain of model transformations.
Next, we illustrate this motivating scenario with a simplistic example.

Example
Although the motivating scenario is realistically more likely to occur within a
larger system, we illustrate our ideas with a family of academic applications for
managing libraries developed following MDD. Our motivating scenario demands
to cope with the variability of models, metamodels and model transformations.
Consider a model of an academic application for managing libraries. An example library called myLibraryModel having many Books with their attributes
Title, Author, and Category. The structure to which the model conforms is dened by a metamodel called myAcademicMetaModel. There is a family of library
applications where the SPL paradigm is used.
The focus shifts from the development of an individual program to the development of reusable assets that are reused across the family. Consider a feature
that extends myLibraryModel with magazines in addition to books. Each magazine will have a reference number, a title and the number of the issue. This may
require the introduction of some variability to myLibraryModel. Books can also
have other features apart from those already presented (e.g. including the year
of publication, the publisher, or a small abstract of the book).
When composing features to get a product out of the product family, it
might happen that the resulting composed model does not conform to the
myAcademicMetaModel introduced earlier. Such metamodel may need to be re-
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ned together with the model. Similarly, this may apply to the model transformations.
In general, dierent library products can be created, each one with the selected features. Adding features implies that the model, metamodel and model
transformations may need to be rened to deal with variability.

Variability Beyond Models
Extending variability beyond models may initially impact on metamodels and
model transformations.
A model is an instance conforming to a metamodel. More generally, a metamodel is a model of a modeling language where such language is specied [14].
In other words, the metamodel describes the elements of the domain and their
relationships. Further work may address the variability of metamodels and its
relationship to that of models.
Model transformations play a pivotal role in MDD because they turn the use
of models for drawing into a more extensive model-driven usage where implementations can be directly obtained [19]. When talking about model transformations, two dierent approaches must be distinguished: model-to-model transformations and model-to-text transformations. Model-to-model transformations
usually make use of rules that are dened as mappings between input and output
metamodels. Model-to-text transformations combine rules with text templates
that dene the form of the output text.
This position paper outlines the need for extending variability beyond models. Further work may address the variability of model transformations and particularly its relationship to that of metamodels and models. Our current eorts
are geared towards the step-wise renement of models, metamodels and model
transformations [21].

Related Work
Merging MDD and product lines is not new, we know of few examples that explicitly use features in MDD [6,5,7,8,9,18]. One is BoldStroke: a product-line for
supporting a family of mission computing avionics for military aircraft [9]. Czarnecki introduces super-imposed variants and model templates to map features
to models [5]. Weber et al. introduce the Variation Point Model that models
variation points at the design level [23].
There is a line of work on feature-based composition of models. Featureoriented model-driven development is an approach that ties feature composition
to model-driven development [20]. Recent work by Apel describes superimposition as a model composition technique to support variability of product lines [1].
FeatureMapper is a tool that supports mapping features from feature models
to solution artifacts [10]. These works do not yet consider the composition of
model transformations or metamodels. Azanza introduces a metamodel-guided
composition algorithm [2].
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Sanchez-Cuadrado presents an approach for the reuse of model transformations in RubyTL by using an idea reminiscent of libraries in programming [4].
This rst step towards model transformation reuse does not still incorporate
the notion of product family. The superimposed modules of ATL language can
be composed into dierent transformation denitions. This is not related to
features, neither to the notion of composition demanded in a product family
scenario [12]. Oldevik proposes an aspect-based extension of the MOFScript
model-to-text transformation language, which is called a Higher Order Transformations (HOT) [15].
Aspect-Oriented MDD applies cross-cutting aspects to model artifacts. Particularly, there is recent work dealing with generators and model transformations
using openArchitectureWare [22].
These works provide a strong foundation for current research eorts on
model-driven product-lines such as AMPLE (http://ample.holos.pt/) and feasiPLe projects (http://feasiple.de).

Conclusions
This position paper discussed whether model variability is enough for realizing
the Model-Driven Product-Line dream. We claim the need to shift our research
attention from the variability of models to a broader perspective embracing the
variability of models, metamodels and model transformations.
This is indeed the direction of our current research eorts where we are
addressing the variability of models, metamodels, and model transformations
and their relationships, since in our cases they appear to be often closely interrelated.
Acknowledgments. This work was co-supported by the Spanish Ministry
of Science & Innovation under contract TIN2008-06507-C02-02.
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Abstract. Research in the area of semantic web brought up a plethora
of languages to represent ontologies. They all differ in expressiveness
and reasoning efficiency. Thus, the choice of a specific language means
a trade-off between reasoning capabilities and performance. This paper
outlines how techniques from product-line engineering can be combined
with model-based language engineering to allow for organising ontology
languages in a language family and configuring them for concrete use
cases.

1

Introduction

Ontologies provide means for encoding knowledge about specific domains and
often include reasoning rules that allow for deriving implicit knowledge. The
manifold of domains that ontology languages are applied to led to a plethora of
languages to represent ontologies. In this paper we focus on a subset of ontology
languages based on the OWL2 standard [25] that provides an implementation for
Description Logics (DLs) [1]. They share the common approach of representing
knowledge using hierarchies of unary atomic concepts that are augmented with
binary logical operators or roles to describe concept relationships. Expressiveness
and reasoning efficiency is directly determined by the concrete binary operators
a language provides [6]. Thus, the choice of a specific language means a tradeoff between performance and reasoning capabilities. To achieve scalability of
ontology languages both performance and functional requirements of a specific
use case need to be consider.
Customising ontology languages from a language family has been identified
to be a promising approach to address specifics of the use case they are applied
to [27]. In addition, it has a number of other benefits: (1) Common language features can be reused among the language family members. (2) The family members are organised in a systematic way. (3) Specific expressiveness and reasoning
requirements can be addressed by recombining existing language features. (4)
?
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Ontology language evolution can be realised by contributing new features to the
language family. (5) Language tooling (e.g., dedicated parsers, printers, editors,
and reasoners) can be generated. To support a systematic approach for language
customisation, we argue for combining techniques from product-line engineering and model-based language engineering. This paper contributes a systematic
classification of ontology languages using the the paradigm of feature modelling.
This enables feature-based customisation of OWL2 w.r.t. a specific use case.
Second, we introduce a model-driven process to generate the tool infrastructure
that is crucial for the adoption of the language variant in knowledge modelling.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the application of feature modelling to specify commonalities and variability among a
family of OWL2-based ontology languages and explains how to use this variability information to select a language variant matching the needs of a specific use
case. Section 3 discusses the generation of the tool infrastructure that is crucial
for the application of a custom language variant. We introduce a model-driven
process to automatically generate a parser, printer, and editor for a given language variant. For the sake of complexity we consider the generation of semantic
tooling (e.g. reasoners) out of the scope of this paper. However, even with existing reasoners reasoning efficiency can be scaled by purely syntactic language
adaptation [8, 13, 23]. We conclude and present future work in Section 5.

2

Feature-Based Ontology Language Configuration

The syntactic and semantic expressiveness of ontology languages is described
inductively by the DLs [1] constructors they provide for knowledge representation
[6]. The connection between reasoning characteristics of an ontology language
and its logical constructors motivates a guidance of language configuration by
means of singular logical constructors. Since constructors are interdependent and
interact, it is necessary to specify dependencies and relations between them. This
can be done using the paradigm of feature modelling.
The feature model depicted in Fig. 1 is based on the constructors used in
DLs to describe the expressiveness of ontology languages. It describes commonalities and variability in our OWL2-based family of ontology languages. Every
feature represents a single constructor by its textual name and the letter used
in the usual naming conventions for DLs (for an overview see [1]). In addition,
a cardinality is given for every language feature. A feature connected by a line
ending with a filled circle represents a mandatory feature and is used in every
OWL2 language variant. Empty circles identify optional features.
All possible feature combinations span the variation space for our language
family. A concrete selection of features from this variation space describes a
specific ontology language variant. Its simplest member can be built using only
the mandatory features (Concepts, Top, Bottom, Intersection, AtomicNegation
and ValueRestriction). It corresponds to the minimal Attributive Language AL
that is considered the base of our desciption logics language family. By including for example the optional features R+, C, H, O, I, N , and (D+) one could
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Fig. 1. Feature model that describes the variability space of ontology languages

configure the language variant SHOIN (D+) with the expressiveness of OWL
DL [21]. When features or feature combinations are annotated with their implications on reasoning efficiency (as studied in [6]), this feature model can be
used to guide the customisation process regarding language expressiveness and
efficiency. In addition, one can identify gaps in the language hierarchy and fill
them by configuring constructors or by adding new logical constructors.
This feature-based modularisation of languages introduces a foundation for
making reasoning technology more scalable: Optimised language variants can be
configured that take the concrete expressiveness and efficiency requirements of
a specific use case into account.

3

Model-based Ontology Language Engineering

There are three driving forces that made us address the problem of building the
language family in a model-based way. First, modelling techniques offer support
for transformation of models into other representations, e.g., reduced models
or more specific models. This is particularly needed when deriving a concrete
language from the language product-line. Second, models can be easily used for
code generation, which is needed to automatically generate tool support for the
concrete language. This is an important point, since building tools by hand is
an expensive task. Third, models usually share a common metamodel which
directly supports interoperability between different tools that are based on the
metamodelling technology at hand. We decided to use Eclipse and the Eclipse
Modelling Framework (EMF)1 because of the variety of tools that exist to create,
edit, and transform models based on EMF.
3.1

Language Family Development Process

The initial starting point for developing the ontology-language product line is
modelling the problem space by means of a feature model (cf. Fig. 1). We used
a lightweight version of the EMF/Ecore-based feature metamodel developed in
the feasiPLe project2 .
1
2

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
http://feasiple.de
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Since we want to (1) transform the description of the solution space, that
is, the realisation of the language syntax features and (2) generate tooling (e.g.,
parsers, printers, editors, ...) out of the specification, we used Ecore to build an
OWL metamodel and EMFText3 [11]—a model-based tool for defining textual
concrete syntax for models. EMFText offers a dedicated language for specifying
text syntax for models called CS which is similar to Extended Backus-Naur Form
(EBNF). With CS, rules are defined which specify textual syntax for metaclasses
of a given Ecore-based metamodel. In our case, we first modelled the OWL metamodel (based on [3]) which defines the abstract syntax of the various language
features. Then we derived CS rules that describe the textual syntax for the
concepts corresponding to OWL Manchester syntax [14].

Fig. 2. Using the FeatureMapper to map OWL features to specific parts of OWL2
abstract and concrete syntax

One observation we made in previous work [10, 12] is that it is crucial to have
a mapping between the problem space (i.e., a variability description of language
features in a feature model) and the solution space (i.e., a concrete realisation
of specific language features in EMFText’s CS language). This mapping can
then be used both for visualising dependencies between features and realisation
artefacts and for automating the product-instantiation process. An overview of
the models used to specify the the ontology language product line and their
relationships is depicted on the right part of Fig 3.
The FeatureMapper4 is a tool that was specifically developed to tackle that
problem and allows for creating a mapping between feature models and EMF/Ecore-based models. Since EMFText is built with itself, the CS language is
again a model-based language which can be used in combination with FeatureMapper. We extended the FeatureMapper to also support mapping and
3
4

http://www.emftext.org
http://www.featuremapper.org
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visualisation of textual languages that are created by EMFText and used it
to create a mapping between the language features in the feature model and
the realisation of those features in the CS specification. Both tools are depicted
in Fig. 2 where the view on the left side contains the FeatureMapper with the
feature model for the ontology-language product line. The editors on the right
side show a part of the OWL metamodel and CS specification for existing languages in the OWL language family. To present the concrete mapping to the
language developer the FeatureMapper colours the elements in the CS specification and the OWL metamodel in accordance to the colour of the feature
in the feature model they are mapped to. The example depicts the mapping
used to define the syntactic realisation of the feature InverseProperties. For
that purpose the association inverseProperties between ObjectProperty and
ObjectPropertyReference that is used in the abstract syntax to represent inverse properties and the corresponding fragment of concrete syntax are mapped
to the feature InverseProperties.

3.2

Language Derivation Process

After we defined the scope of the language product line, we are able to derive concrete instances (i.e., languages) from that definition. To do so, the FeatureMapper provides means to transform models according to a given feature
selection (a variant model) by interpreting the mapping model that contains the
various mappings between features and model elements. After this transformation step, a reduced CS specification is produced that only contains the rules
that are needed for the selected language features. This reduced CS specification
is then used by EMFText to generate a dedicated parser, printer, and editor.
The process of feature-based language derivation is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Model-based Ontology Language Derivation Process
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4

Related Work

Scalability is a widely discussed and very prominent topic that constitutes a
main challenge for the application of ontology languages [6, 19]. The objective
of efficient reasoning has led to a manifold of languages with specific reasoning
characteristics [5, 2, 25, 20, 22]. The idea that scalability can be achieved by selecting a language from this manifold that is appropriate for the requirements
of a specific use case is not new. In [17] the authors provide a comprehensive
comparison of nine DLs-based ontology languages w.r.t. their syntactic features
and reasoning efficiency. The results of this survey are envisaged as guideline
for matching ontology languages to use cases. The fact that the OWL2 standard [25] introduces three languages with different expressiveness and reasoning
characteristics illustrates that nowadays ontology languages are already designed
with that idea in mind. Our work picks up this idea and presents a methodical
approach and a technological infrastructure to get from language features selected for a use case to the actual implementation of the language variant and
the corresponding tool infrastructure. In addition, the presented model-driven
approach is suited to deal with the proceeding evolution of ontology languages
by supporting the introduction of new language features.
A second branch of work addressing the scalability issue deals with the development of more efficient reasoners or the enhancement of existing reasoning
techniques. This led to numerous highly optimised native ontology reasoners [9,
26, 28] that perform well even for expressive ontology languages but only for
reasonable sized ontologies. Large amounts of facts often result in poor response
times that impede applicability in practice [17]. Approaches presented in [4, 7, 29]
store ontologies in relational databases to use the optimised database query engines for ontology reasoning. As discussed in [19] this leads to increased load-time
but more efficient reasoning compared to native ontology systems. In [16] ontologies are represented in disjunctive datalog programs. Additional algorithmic
optimisation can be applied on the datalog facts to enhance reasoning efficiency.
Other approaches [8, 13, 23, 24] enhance reasoning efficiency by approximating
more expressive ontology languages to less expressive ones. The reduction of
complexity leads to better reasoning performance while preserving the completeness and soundness of the reasoning results. Reasoners and approximation
approaches are designed for a very a specific subset of DLs features. Using a
generic tool like Sesame [4] that allows for exchanging the reasoning back-end
they can be combined with our feature-based ontology language configuration.
Thus, we could provide appropriate (semantic) reasoning infrastructure w.r.t. a
specific language variant.

5

Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, we transferred the existing DLbased classification of ontology languages to the paradigm of feature modelling.
This enables feature-based customisation of OWL2 w.r.t. a specific use case.
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Future work needs to enrich the current classification with further metadata
(e.g., efficiency annotations) that can be used to guide language configuration.
In addition to that, other ontology language extensions—like rule extensions [15]
or probabilistic extensions [18]—should be included in such classification.
Second, we presented a model-driven process to generate a dedicated parser,
printer, and editor from a given variant specification. This infrastructure is crucial for the application of the language variant in knowledge modelling. In addition, the effort to provide new language extensions or language adaptations can
be reduced by using the introduced model-driven process.
The solution presented in this paper only tackles syntactic language variations. To advance the impact on reasoning efficiency and language applicability,
future work needs to investigate the possibilities of deriving language specific
infrastructure w.r.t. language semantics. This relates to topics as semantic approximation of OWL [24], and composition of language semantics [30].
The introduced approach for applying techniques of product-line engineering
for the systematic development of language families is not limited to ontology
languages. Thus, future work will also address its extension to other languages.
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Abstract. When applying model-driven engineering to a product line, there is a
need to deal with multi-variant models. So far, in industry software product line
engineering has primarily been applied to data represented in (text) files and directories. Applying variation to non-textual models is more difficult, since models
are complex structured objects. This paper presents basic concepts and discusses
some issues and challenges with respect to multi-variant modeling.

1

Introduction

Model-driven engineering (MDE) denotes an approach to software development which
strongly emphasizes the use of explicit and formal models throughout the whole software lifecycle. Models do not merely serve as documentation. Rather, MDE aims at
developing executable models, eliminating the need for manual programming.
According to [1], software product line engineering (SPLE) is a paradigm to develop software applications using platforms and mass customization. In this context,
the variability model plays a central role because it defines the dimensions of variation
supported by the product line.
So far, SPLE has been applied primarily to data represented as (text) files and directories. This picture is beginning to change. Model-driven product line engineering
(MPLE) has been addressed in several research projects [2–4], and initial tool support
has been provided by industry [5].
Nevertheless, the integration of model-driven and product line engineering still has
to be explored further; the field has not yet reached maturity. In this paper, we focus
on multi-variant modeling, i.e., the construction and representation of models incorporating multiple variants. We present concepts, issues, and challenges of multi-variant
modeling, and investigate the state of tool support.
?

1st International Workshop on Model-Driven Product Line Engineering (MDPLE 2009),
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Fig. 1. Framework for multi-variant modeling

2

Multi-Variant Modeling

2.1

Conceptual Framework

Figure 1 introduces a simple conceptual framework for multi-variant modeling and
product configuration. A multi-variant software product is the union of all variants
of the software product. It is composed of a set of interrelated multi-variant models.
A global variability model defines the variation points and variants the product line is
required to support. For each multi-variant model, a visibility model defines in which
variants the elements of the model are contained. To obtain a specific product variant,
a bound variant selection is defined. Thus, for each variation point a specific variant is
selected. The product configurator evaluates the visibilities of the elements of multivariant models against the variant selection. It selects only those elements which are
visible under the current selection. Thus, the product configurator produces a set of
single-variant models, which are subsets of the underlying multi-variant models.
2.2

Variability Model

A variability model describes the variation points along which a software product may
vary, as well as supported combinations of variants (e.g., Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis [6] or the Orthogonal Variability Model [1]). In the context of this paper,
we define a variability model as a relation vm ⊆ vp1 × . . . × vpm , where each vpi
represents a variation point3 . The relation vm could be defined extensionally, i.e., by
enumerating all tuples in vm. Usually, vm is defined intensionally by some predicate vp
such that vm = {(v1 , . . . vm )|vp(v1 , . . . vm )}. A variant selection is a subset vs ⊆ vm.
The selection is bound if |vs| = 1; a bound selection corresponds to a single product
variant.
3

For feature models, it would be more appropriate to define a variant as a set rather than a tuple
of features and the variability model as a set of variants. However, this difference is immaterial
to the discussion below.
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2.3

Single- and Multi-Variant Models

In the context of MDE, a model is an abstraction of the system to be built. A model
m is represented as a pair (E, S), where E denotes a set of a elements and S is a
structure defined on these elements. A model is an instance of some metamodel, which
defines the types of available model elements (e.g., data objects, composition relations)
and the constraints imposed on their combinations (e.g., by class diagrams and OCL
constraints). We may view a metamodel mm as a set of (potential) models conforming
to this metamodel, i.e., mm = {m|mp(m)}, where mp denotes a (complex) predicate
to be satisfied.
The simplest way to represent a multi-variant model is to reuse the metamodel of
single-variant models, i.e., single- and multi-variant models are instances of the same
metamodel mm. This approach assumes that the metamodel mm has been defined in
such a way that variation may be expressed under the constraints of mm. Consider, e.g.,
class diagrams, where variation may be expressed by disjoint subclassing or by realizing
interfaces by alternative classes. This kind of variability is called intrinsic. In fact, many
approaches to SPLE tacitly assume that it suffices to exploit intrinsic variability [4, 2, 7,
1]. Unfortunately, not all metamodels support intrinsic variability:
Example 1 (Flow diagrams). A (sequential) flow diagram is a connected graph which
consists of a single start node (no incoming, one outgoing control flow, cardinality
0/1), as well as multiple activity nodes (1/1), binary decision nodes (1/2), join nodes
(+/1), and end nodes (1/0). A multi-variant control flow diagram is given in Figure 2a.
Here, solid and dashed lines denote universal (mandatory) and variant-specific (optional) parts, respectively. The multi-variant control flow diagram is not a valid control
flow diagram: The first activity node has more than one outgoing edge, and the end
node has more than one incoming edge. 2
A multi-variant model is a union of single-variant models. In general, we cannot
expect that such a union is a valid instance of a single-variant metamodel. In particular,
cardinality constraints for single-variant models may not hold for their superimposition.
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In universal multi-variant modeling, all model elements should be allowed to vary
(regardless of whether the modeler will apply variation universally or only with certain
methodological constraints). This can be achieved only by extrinsic variability, i.e., by
a “meta-level” mechanism universally applied to any kind of model. Such mechanisms
are provided e.g. by software configuration management systems, which add version
control to software objects.
2.4

Visibility Models

Each multi-variant model is associated with a visibility model which defines the visibilities of the model elements. We may consider a multi-variant model as a set of pairs
(e, vis(e)), where e denotes an element and vis(e) its visibility. Visibilities may be
represented in different ways. For example, in the UML stereotypes, tagged values, or
annotations may be used to express visibilities. Formally, the visibility model may be
defined as a function vis which maps each model element onto the set of variants in
which it is visible: vis : E → 2vm , where vis(e) = vs is some (not necessarily bound)
variant selection. The visibility of a product element e may be presented by some visibility predicate visp(e) such that vis(e) = {(v1 , . . . , vm )|visp(e)(v1 , . . . , vm )}.
Let e1 and e2 denote two variants of the “same” element (which assumes some
sameness criterion, e.g., element identifiers). The visibilities of different elements must
be disjoint:
e1 6= e2 ⇒ vis(e1 ) ∩ vis(e2 ) = ∅
2.5

(1)

Product Configuration

The product configurator takes a set of multi-variant models decorated with visibilities
and a variant selection. The variant selection should be consistent, i.e., vs ⊆ vm or
(in terms of predicates vsp for the variant selection and vp for the variability model, as
defined in Subsection 2.2):
vsp ⇒ vp

(2)

The product configurator returns a set of models whose elements are visible under
the current selection. Thus, for each selected element vs ⊆ vis(e). In terms of predicates, this may be rephrased as follows:
vsp ⇒ visp(e)

(3)

If the variant selection is bound, for each element at most one variant will be selected. In this case (which we will assume in the following), the product configurator
returns a set of single-variant models.
The configured models should be valid instances of the corresponding single-variant
metamodels. That is, the product configurator should produce a syntactically consistent
result (which is a necessary, yet not sufficient condition that the result is usable as it
stands). Unfortunately, this requirement is hard to guarantee in general. Counterexamples may be constructed easily:
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Example 2 (Inconsistencies in configured models). Three errors are contained in the
multi-variant flow diagram of Figure 2b:
1. The mandatory start node has been marked as optional (variant specific).
2. Its outgoing control flow has been marked as mandatory, even though the start node
is optional (this may give rise to a dangling control flow).
3. If the second activity node is omitted (with its adjacent control flows), the diagram
is no longer connected. 2
Thus, constraints must be imposed on the combination of visibilities, e.g., to preserve product properties (well-formedness rules). For example, the first error in Example 2 may be avoided by requiring that a mandatory element must not be marked as
optional. More precisely, the visibility of a mandatory component e1 (the start node)
must be implied by the visibility of the enclosing composite e2 (the flow diagram):
visp(e2 ) ⇒ visp(e1 )

(4)

The second error may be avoided by a constraint referring to the dependencies between model elements. For some model m = (E, S), the structure S on its elements
E induces a dependency relation D ⊆ E × E, where d(e1 , e2 ) holds if and only if e1
depends on e2 . The visibility of a dependent element e1 must not exceed the visibility
of its master e2 :
visp(e1 ) ⇒ visp(e2 )

(5)

Since a mandatory component existentially depends on its enclosing composite, the
equations above jointly imply that their visibilities must be equal.
The product constraints defined above are necessary, yet not sufficient conditions
for product consistency. In general, arbitrarily complex constraints may be defined in
the metamodel. This is exemplified by the third error (the diagram is not connected).
2.6

Multi-Variant Editing

In the previous subsection, we have discussed product configuration, tacitly assuming
that a set of multi-variant models has already been created. In the following, we will
address the question how multi-variant models come into being. This requires some
way of multi-variant editing.
In the case of unfiltered editing, the user edits a multi-variant model, where all variants are displayed and modified simultaneously. This corresponds to editing a program
file with conditional compilation statements. The advantage of unfiltered editing consists in the fact that the user sees all variants simultaneously and therefore may assess
the impact of changes better than in the case of filtered editing to be explained below.
On the other hand, the information overload incurred by the overlay of multiple variants
may be difficult to manage.
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In the case of filtered editing, the user edits a single variant called view. Usually,
it is desired that editing may affect more than just the variant displayed in the view.
One way to deal with this problem is to define an edit set which defines the scope of a
change [8]. A view is a bound variant selection vs, and the edit set is a set of variants
es containing vs. All elements are affected whose visibilities overlap with the edit set.
An alternative approach of filtered editing makes use of layers or change sets [9].
The user defines a single-variant view by a sequence of layers. Editing operations refer to some designated layer, into which the performed changes are aggregated. The
scope of the changes is confined to the designated layer, which can be used to construct
multiple variants.

3
3.1

The UVM Approach
Background

This section briefly presents the UVM approach as an example for multi-variant management. UVM, which stands for Uniform Version Model [10], provides for extrinsic
variability. UVM offers a basic way to express variant handling, independent of (orthogonal to) the data or product model and the application of such models in a user
context. The approach has been applied to both textual and non-textual data (e.g., entityrelationship diagrams [11]).
UVM was developed in the context of software configuration management (SCM).
The SCM landscape is dominated by systems which focus on temporal and cooperative
versioning (usually based on version graphs, see e.g. Subversion [12], CVS [13] or
ClearCase [14]) and provide only limited support for logical versioning (variants). For
this reason, SCM and SPLE are often perceived as more or less disjoint disciplines. For
example, BigLever Software Gears covers only product line variants and assumes that
revisions of the product line are managed by an SCM system [15].
However, work on multi-dimensional variation has been performed in several SCM
research prototypes, as well [16, 17]. Moreover, a few research projects in SCM were
dedicated to the development of a uniform version model, supporting all dimensions of
evolution through a single base mechanism (ICE [18] and UVM [10]).
3.2

Basic Versioning

In UVM, each stored and versioned information item (with application-specific granularity and interpretation) has a visibility tag called vis. There are as many pairs of
(visibility-value,item-value) as there are versions of this item. The visibility is a logical
expression in 3-nary logic over an open set of global versioning attributes.
UVM is based on filtered editing. The view is defined by a version choice, i.e. a
bound combination of versioning attributes. Depending on some version choice vc, the
visibilities will evaluate to f alse or true. This assumes, however, that all attributes
are completely bound, i.e., no unbound version settings left. The single-variant view is
then the (sequential) union of item-values with visibilities vis = true, and applicationspecific tools will only see this visible subset.
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The edit set is defined by an ambition, i.e., a logical expression with a partial binding
of versioning attributes. The version choice must lie inside the ambition:
vc ⇒ amb

(6)

The edit set defines the scope of the change. The visibilities of elements are managed automatically. All new elements e inherit their visibilities from the ambition:
visnew (e) = amb

(7)

Deletion of an element does not mean that the element is physically removed.
Rather, all versions of the element are no longer visible under the edit set (ambition).
This is achieved by constraining the visibilities:
visnew (e) = visold (e) ∧ ¬amb

(8)

Example 3 (Multi-variant editing).
An example is given in Figure 2c. In the first step, the predicates for the edit set
and the view are both set to true. This results in an initial variant of the flow diagram,
where all elements carry the visibility true. For the nodes, the visibility is shown inside
the node. Edges carry visibilities, as well, but their visibilities are not displayed. The
flow diagram created so far corresponds to variant A in Figure 2a. The second step is
performed under the visibility B both for the view and the edit set. All elements created
so far qualify for the view. In the view, two activities (on the left) are deleted, and a
new branch of the control flow diagram is inserted (on the right). The new elements get
visibility B, the visibility of the deleted elements is constrained to ¬B. After the second
step, we obtain the multi-variant flow diagram of Figure 2a. Variant A is represented
implicitly (as ¬B). 2

3.3

Consistency Control

UVM supports consistency control through the following mechanisms:
Automated management of visibilities All performed changes are tagged consistently
with visibilities according to the rules given above. Thus, many errors can be
avoided which the user may introduce by defining visibilities individually and manually.
Enforcement of product constraints In a data model layer above the core, product
constraints may be implemented. For example, the visibility of an association may
be narrowed down automatically (i.e., it is not visible if one of its ends is not visible)
[11].
Enforcement of version constraints The user may define constraints on the combination of versioning attributes (e.g., the variants W indows and Linux are mutually
exclusive). These constraints are exploited by a versioning assistant which supports
the user in consistent version selections.
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However, UVM cannot guarantee in general that a new version choice gives us a
single-variant that is consistent, either syntactically or wrt. static or dynamic semantics.
So a merge-edit operation may be needed when two attribute settings are combined in
a new version choice. In this way, a feedback cycle is realized: By editing a configured
variant, the capabilities of the product line are enhanced.
Example 4 (Merge-edit to reconcile mutually conflicting items from overlapping versions).
Consider a class diagram containing some class C, where two users have both added
some method called M in parallel. This results in two method variants M1 and M2 with
visibilities V1 and V2 , respectively. Now, both variants are combined (automatic merge
step). This is achieved by the version choice V1 ∧ V2 , which is also the ambition. Since
the version choice implies both visibilities (e.g., V1 ∧ V2 ⇒ V1 ), both method variants
M1 and M2 are selected simultaneously. This results in a name clash: Method M is
declared twice.
The user may now resolve the conflict in any desired way (e.g., by deleting or renaming one of the method variants, or by merging both variants manually into a single
combined variant). This manual edit step will eventually result in a consistent class
diagram (and associated implementation). When the changes are committed, the visibilities are updated for the changed elements. For example, in the case of a manual
merge, a new method variant M3 is created with visibility V1 ∧ V2 , and the visibilities
of the old variants are narrowed down. For example, the new visibility of M1 will be
V1 ∧ ¬(V1 ∧ V2 ) = V1 ∧ ¬V2 . Thus, the old variants will not be selected any more under
the combination V1 ∧ V2 . 2

4

Related Work

Table 1 compares UVM against a few tools for multi-variant modeling, all of which
rely on internal rather than external variability.
Feature Mapper [19, 4] is based on feature modeling and supports the annotation of
EMF models with visibilities. The user may switch between single- and multi-variant
views. Visibilities may be defined individually for each model element. Feature Mapper
also offers a recording mode where a visibility is defined beforehand and all elements
created are decorated automatically with this visibility. Consistency control is not addressed; Feature Mapper cannot guarantee (or check) that a configured model variant is
syntactically consistent.
Feature-based model templates were introduced in [7]. Cardinality-based feature
models [20] are used for the variability model. The approach refers to models whose
metamodels are defined with MOF and OCL. Product consistency of configured variants may be checked automatically [21]: By an abstract interpretation of well-formedness
rules given in OCL for the respective metamodel, it can be checked whether each variant
which may be configured according to a given feature model is consistent with respect
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Multi-Variant Modeling
Feature Mapper
Domain

EMF models

Feature-based
model templates
MOF- and
OCL-defined
models
internal
feature model

EASEL

UVM

Class diagrams

(generic)

9

Variability
internal
internal
external
Variability
feature model
layers
three-valued logic
model
Variability
not supported
excludes and
implications
logical expression
constraints
requires
Multi-variant interleaved deltas interleaved deltas
directed deltas
interleaved deltas
representation
Visibilities
logical expression logical expression defined by layers logical expression
Visibility
manual or
manual
automatic
automatic
management
automatic
Multi-variant
filtered or
unfiltered
filtered
filtered
editing
unfiltered
Product
not addressed
verifiable
checked,
(in data model
consistency
inconsistencies
layer)
tolerated
Table 1. Classification of tools for multi-variant modeling

to these rules. In this respect, feature-based model templates go beyond the capabilities
of competing approaches.
EASEL [22] supports multi-variant editing for class diagrams. In contrast to the
other approaches compared here, EASEL relies on layers, i.e., directed deltas rather
than interleaved deltas. Instead of decorating model elements with visibilities, changes
(addition, deletion, and modification of model elements) are aggregated into layers
which may be composed dynamically. EASEL detects contradictory or inconsistent
combinations of layers automatically by analyzing the change operations contained in
the layers. Inconsistencies are tolerated, and may be fixed by the user in a similar way
as in UVM (merge-edit).

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined multi-variant modeling, and we have briefly discussed
how an approach from SCM (the Uniform Version Model) may be applied to multivariant modeling. From our examination, we draw the following conclusions:
– Multi-variant modeling should be supported in a universal and uniform way. Universal means that each item of a model (elements, attributes, references, etc.) should
be allowed to vary. Uniform means that multi-variant modeling should be supported
by one generic base mechanism which may be applied to any kind of model, independently of the underlying metamodel. In a layered architecture, we may push this
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argument even further and strive to provide a base layer which is even independent
of the metametamodel (and corresponding data model) [10].
A multi-variant model is not necessarily just an ordinary model. Annotating ordinary models with visibilities is limited to exploiting intrinsic variability. For universal multi-variant modeling, extrinsic variability is required.
In the case of extrinsic variability, the union of single-variant models results in a
multi-variant model for which single-variant constraints might be violated. That
is, a multi-variant model is not necessarily a valid instance of a single-variant metamodel.
No matter whether intrinsic or extrinsic variability is applied: In general, it is hard
to guarantee even the syntactic consistency of configured single-variant models.
Some errors may be eliminated by appropriate management of visibilities, but this
is unlikely to work in all cases. As a consequence, modeling tools should be more
“forgiving”, i.e., they should be capable of processing inconsistent models; otherwise, the user cannot conveniently check and fix the result produced by the configurator.
Simple and intuitive tools are required for assisting the user in managing the complexities of multi-variant modeling. Unfiltered editing raises the risk of information
overload. However, filtered editing exhibits some pitfalls, as well (e.g., adequate
definition of the scope of a change). More research is required on adequate user
interfaces.
Even the best tools will not eliminate the complexity of multi-variant modeling.
Thus, a process is required which ensures disciplined use of the concepts.
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